
is at GOD HIMSELF! The second Blow is at
- the Athenticity of the ’VISIONS and the 
Integrity of SR . WHITE J GOD IS WRONG - 
"in at least 7 Points.” Brinsmead is Right, 
We have seen this Audacity in,his'writ
ings right alone. You did not see it? 
You see it now.

VUONG on the SABBATH J Otherwise we are RIGHT’" TO THOSE AT THE MEETING: 
No - we don’t have to PROVE the JEW or the 
ADVENTIST is WRONG on the SABBATH to PROVE 
that the JEW is WRONG or the ADVENTIST Is 
WRONG. He can be WONG on’a lot of other 
things beside the SABBATH. And certainly he

V.

Why didn’t you take this young Whipper- 
Snapper - one hand by the Scuff of his 
Neck - the other by the Seat of his Pants- 
set him down with a Jolt and says. 
"Alright, Mister J Let’s not''go any further* 
Let’s stop right there! You’re talking 
about PROOF 1 Let’s see’you PROVE THAT 
RIGHT NOT &'RIGHT HERE’ We don’t want'to 
hear another word from you until we qee 
if you know what you are Talking about!" 
o-o-o-o-o-o
QUESTION ONE: Did he ever SEE "the REAL 
"DAY-STAR EXTRA" for Feb .7,1846?
WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK p,l’2:
"I feel fully authorized by the Lord,' to 
recommend that'EXTRA, to every saint. I 
pray that these lines may prove a. bless
ing to you, and all the dear dhildrdn 
who may read them." E.G.WHITE.
QUESTION TWO: James White wrote: 
"A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.I: 
"The following ARTICLES were written for

’ the. DAY-DAWN... by 0 JI & iCROSIER.« ’,,

' * -------------------- ROUND ONE: . .
Sanctuary Awakening Fellowship, SUKCET, Calif. So the first Blow ’ that. BRINSMEAD makes 
92387. Sept. 15,1968 issue. Something like’ - - — 
the CHALLENGE of the SHEPHERD’S ROD in 1959.
"PROVE that we are WRONG!" PROVE it on the
following Points.
o-o-o-o-o-o
Something like the JEW might say, or the
ADVENTIST might say: "PROVE that we are

QUESTION: What difference, if any - is 
there between the DAY-DAWN "and EXTRA" - 
and the "DAY-STAR,EXTRA?” if any? . : ' 
QUESTION: Was what D.L.FRIEND published 
the RIGHT ONE - ?
QUESTION: Was what MJL.ANDREASEN mention
ed the RIGHT ONE? Who has the'TJIGHT’ONE? 
If this list inWTF is not the RIGHT ONE? 
And if this is the RIGHT ONE - what is 
WRONG with it? What are the 7 mistakes' 
that God made - BRINSMEAD? For God said 
they were RIGHT - and re commended to every 
SAINT! So what do YOU - THE ONE ^ OnLY 
GREAT BRINSMEAD - idio; reaches to the ■’ 
Throne of God and TELLS HIM when the'

ever made in Adventism. Yet-his-great-Thesis* 3 ’PRESUMPTIVE- NONSENSE now .spills over" for 
that-was-published-in-'the-Day-Star-Extra-is T -;ALL to see who were; too BLIND to see be- 

^INCQRRECT (so Says BRINSMEAD!) iri-at-least-\.; / fore J What so-called "CROSIER" articles 
-seven Points.” BRINSiMEAD in SAF NEWSLETTER; . ■ did YOIT pick up' in the SDA SE&NARY r.6r 
p.I. Sept.15,1968. Taken from a Talk given elsewhere as' the REAL THING? BeforeJw6 
at BOULDER CREEK. even consider tRe r«ERRCRS« * in it! W

*************** ^W^KgNJNg.* # # # # # * * * * * *••
Report ^214. BRINSMEAD'S CHALLENGE. Oct.19,19.68.
************* *"* * * * * * * ************ * * * .* * * * & * * * 

Dr. Rue’s paper just arrived. SAF NEWSLETTER.

is NOT. keeping the SABBATH if he eats PORK 
or raises money on the SABBATH for the eat
ing of PORK! How sor* you say? It was a JEW 
that invented some of the MEDICINE that the 
ADVENTIST USES.’ CORTISONE IS PORK’ SALK 
VACCINE IS WORSE THAN PORK? DISEASED MONKEY.’ 
And then DISEASED MUCH FURTHER BY INCUBATION
CULTURING the DISEASED MESS! No PIG was ever 
THAT Filthy! "I shall not be with you any 
more except ye DESTROY'the UNCLEAN from among 
you!" So much for that, 
o-o-o-o-o-o -
BRINSMEAD roars out one Challenge after' the 
other. "PROVE THIS - PROVE THAT!" No, we do' 
not have to.Fall into the Trap'that is found 
in most Questions. Before we reply’to any 
Question - we Question the Question. But’in 
this Case we will meet BRINSP/EAD HEAD-ON! 
This .Roaring and Boasting has gone far enough! ARTICLES on p.I*4,8,9,10; 
He says he‘stands or Falls on the Points he 
raises .there, calls them the PILLARS of the 
WAKENING.- "PUSH IT OVER" he says. I DARE 
YOU’ O.Ka’so you Dare. So do we, 
o—o—o—o—o—b
We alqo Stand or Fall on the following: 
ROUND ONE : "/. . - -

.BRINSffiAD: "Take Tor instance, the first' 
article that" was written on the Sanctuary by 

•0 JI .L .Crosier in I846, SR .WHITE WROTE that 
THE LORD HAD SHOTN HER in vi sion that CROSIER 
H^D THE CORRECT POSITION on the Sanctuaiy & 
that it was the will of God that hb write 
out that .position. Of all the articles 
written during the whfcle history of the ____
Advent movement since 1844, CROSIER'’S article ANGELS SHOULD SING and what; the HOLY 
stands out as the most tremendous'breakthrough SPIRIT SHOULD DO and WHEN TO ;ACT 
1

seven Points."

that-was-published-in-'the-Day-Star-Extra-is T -ALL to see who were' too BLIND to see bc- 
aid YOU-pick up-in the SDA SEKTNARY 'or 

even consider the "ERRCRS“ in it! ”f iST
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PRESUMPTIVE WORDS4F AA5&2, "The'GREATEST

2- (^214.) FIRST we must find tfio CROSIER ' 
ARTICLES before we can talk about them! And 
is that not them in "WORT? TO THE LITTIE 
FLOCK" - ?
REPEAT: What DID Crosier write? How do you ~

who talk loud and loni 
Holy, I am SINLESS," 
they have not the least foundation for their 
faith." SM 2:22. "But we had a STILL WORSE 
ELEMENT' to meet in a Class who claimed' that 
they were SANCTIFIED(this claim made by’B 
at the Witch’s Sabbath in AUBURN,'WASH. 
DURST in 1 
that they could not SIN." SM 2:27. *

"I am SINLESS; I am HOLY-"Sanctified

ROUND TWO:
BRINSMEAD: "..,the SUNDAY LAW..So BABYLON 
completely falls when she passes the De
cree to COMPEL the conscience and UNITE 
Church and State... Doesn’t the TEST bring 
the GREAT SHAKING to the CHURCH, and-SEPA
RATE the Chaff from the Wheat?’1 p.2.
Dr. RUE paper. r; ?o-o-o-o-o-o
Sorry, Brinsmead -.two glaring?ERRORS

Poor he hands us JONES;of 1905 when' he KNOTS 
that JONES was a FALSI? PROPHET' - yet B de
fends him J The ADVENTISTS said, and the ; 
ADVENTISTS said rightly - that JONES was a 

prints as the GOSPEL TRUTHJ See it for ’your- right there. CHAFF separated from the' 
self. "... that NOT we are in the’'times of ' WHEAT: leaves only WHEAT.'Which is tradi- 
refreshing - the time;-of; the Xatter Rain." - tional ADVENTIST DOGMA, — so no ADVENT 1ST-

GEP* 188.‘ JONES -1905. •’ ••

B CHALLENGES the ADVENTISTS in ADA - 
(A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS’} p.30 - "If the 
book speaks EVIL, bear witness of the EVIL? 

And just what is WRONG wibh THEM? JONES IS RIGHT in his SINLESSNESS and in 
/ HIS FALSE PROPHECIES’

KNOT? Maybe this is the same thing as these (2) But GOD is WRONG in saying that CROSIER 
so-called “ AWAKENERS" handing us the Writings WAS' RIGHT £ He has given himself a Knock- 
of JONES of the SDA PACIFIC PRESS of 1905 - out Punch in' that first Round J "We need 
as the MESSAGE of I888£ What a DELUSION • '• as workers men & women who under^tand' the 
that is! When Sr. White said he was half put Reasons of our faith... and who will refuse 

to speak any words that will weaken the ‘ 
confidence df any soul in the Word of God’i 
Evangelism 472. "If you lose confidence • •• 
in the TESTIMONIES you will drift, (awqy ■' 
from BIBLE TRUTH?.. That which ..you will’" 
be least inclined to receive is the very 
part" most needed. •.“ Remember, your un- :J 
belief does not effect their truthfulness’! 
T5:$74. The real QUESTION of importance 
here is: What is it in CROSIER’s testi
mony that B or his Adventist Masters.does 
not'LIKE? The TRUTH of the J44,000? 'WTF ' 
2,3. The TRUTH about the PHUuADELJHXAN ' 
CHURCH going through? WTF 3,8. The TRUTH’ 
of the MIDNIGHT CRY"... waked them up, 
JUST IN TIME to make their ESCAPE from " 
the Churches... The Third Angel’s Message 
was. and still is, a WARNING ho the Saints 

and NOT GO BACK, and "Re
ceive" the MARKS which the Virgin Band

of his MndJ And said that if ADVENTISTS 
ever got excited about THAT'- that this 
would be? "WHAT SATAN WANTS.«SM 1:179. 
NO ADVENTIST PRESS WOULD PRINT THE MESSAGE 
OF 1888$ But the Adventist Press DID -print 
this JONES HASH, of 1905.’ And the''WAKEN® 
THINK -and SAY - that this Is the Message 
of 1888J Why --that thing reeks to h;tgh- 
Heavenl BRINSLEAD quotes it as the Gufjpel 
Truth in GEP I85-I9Q. It is a DOUBLE-LIB’ 
LIE ONE: It is NOT the Message of 1888. 
LIE TWO: It is NOT the- Message at ALL|"It 
is what Sr. White- FOUGHT right from the 
start' - it is Foaming-at-the^Mouth Holy- 
Rollerism. "I AM STNLESS’«_ It is^PPWICTED 
that this very thing would be the FALSE 
REFORMATION of GC 471. The False' Awakening.

"We hear the vehement expressions of
FALSE RELIGIONISTS; who make BOLD PRETENSIONS, to "HOLD FAST 

(JONES) saying, nI am 1
JONES in GEP 18^ when GOT RID OF." WTF II. (This should'be con

sidered in the Light that the MESSAGES’ 
are to be REPEATED and "IN THEIR ORDER." * 
This ORDER has been DISRUPTED by the WEE- 
WILLIE WHITES as they TOOK OUT - as B ’ 

. vuu u ah AiucuAu-j, TAKES OUT (’) the UNPOPULAR I®SSAGE that
"JUDGJ/ENT HOUR SERM0NS«I96l.p.I0l/2.)the’MIDNIGHT'CRY comes BETWEEN the 1st,"

2nd. - and 3fd. Angel’s Messages} In the' 
ORIGINAL 1884 GC it comes BEFORE the 3rd. ' 

lips will never give utteranep to such Angel ?S Message and THIS is the SHAKING!
PRESUMPTIVE WORDS." AA '562, "The'GREATEST "The MIDNIGHT CRY WAKED THEM’UP’(the REAL 
SINS are brought in through those’ who’ PROFESS Honest-to-goodness "AWAKENING" J) JUST IN 
to be SANCTIFIED' and CLAIM that" they cannot TILE for them to make’their ESC ATE from " 
SIN," T5:I39. This'isf "As we hear the CLOSE the Cfrnrches," WTF II. Is this one of the 
of Earth’s History.""!5:13-9. " - - - 7 epbCRS of CROSIER - or is this one of

"If we say that we HAVE NO SIN, we deceive ’the 77 ERRORS of BRINSMEAD???
ourselves, and the TRUTH is NOT in usl"AA 562o0-o-0'-o~o^o^o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"If we say that we HAVE"NOT SINNED, 'we make ’ 
Him a LIAR, and His word is NOT in us."same. 
RESULTS OF ROUND ONE: • 
TWO PUNCHES to rattle the Teeth of this 
Australian upstart. (l);His Judgment Is so

FALSE PROPHET rin ,the very writings that B '

that NOT we are-in theltimes of WHEAT leaves only WHEAT.’Which Is tradi-
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(Now the Picture here is of TRUE REFORM, 
Christ and His UNPOPULAR ’WVEMENT OUT- ' 
SIDE of the..CHURCH! And in this Case - 
when the CHAFF LEFT THE WHEAT - what did 
they LEAVE - the OLD CHURCH? Oh, no J 
They LEFT the TRUTH - and WENT BACK to 
THE OLD CHURCH. The “WIND1* that bears 
them away Today is the "WIND" of "SCIENCE 
FALSELY SO-CALLED" this takes away the 
CHAFF from the TRUTH - back to the OLD 
CHURCH! T5:SO.)
O-O-O-O-O-O
’’Because they were too Vain & Self-right
eous to receive REPROOF, too WORLD-LOV
ING to accept' a life of HUMILITY, many 
turned away from Jesus. NiANY ARE STILL 
DOING THE SAL® THING," (This SEPARATION 
"PREPARED** the Disciples for the "FINAL 
TEST.’*) DA 392-394. So the SEPARATION 
came FIRST before the FINAL TEST!
o-o-o-o-o-o
"GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURN
ING... and <AFTER that - the WHEAT." This' 
is the ORDER of the Master of the Harvest 
Himself. "God will AROUSE His people ; 
if other means fail, HERESIES will come 
in among them, which will SIFT them, 
SEPARATING the CHAFF from the WHEAT'."_ 
T5:707. The only thing to be decided 
here is: (a) WHO are God?s people? Are 
they the "SCIENTIFIC SCHEPERS?" Or (B) 
do the SCIENTIFIC SCHEPERS win the Day 
and take them away - FROM-THE TRUTH! 
via the BRINSMEAD HERESIES!

THE THIRD ANGEL....
"I then saw the THIRD .ANGEL. Said my a<> 
companying Angel, "Fearful is his work. 
Awful is his mission. He is the Angel 
that is to SELECT the WHEAT from the 
TARES, and SEAL, or BIND, the WHEAT for' 
the'Heavenly Garner. These things should 
engross the whole mind, the whole at
tention." EW IIS. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
We are dealing primarily with the B 
assumption that the SUNDAY ,LAW GREAT 
FINAL TEST is what brings.about the 
"SHAKING TO THE CHURCH’* Dr. Ruers paper 
p.2. SAF NEWSLETTER. Sept.'15-, 1968.

’ BRINSP.EAD SAYS -
This "SHAKING" must .come ."AFTER the TEST" 
and to prove him WRONG would be to push 
this PILLAR OVER "and EVERYTHING GOES." 
o-o-o-o-o-o ■

• Yes, that is exactly what we Think, That
• if you are WRONG on that feint - EVERY
THING about your Message ought to go! 
WHY? Simply because what if ■ PROBATION 

: IS OVER FOR: ADVENTISTS BEFORE THE SUN
DAY LAW? WHAT IF THEY WAITED - TOO LONG?

3- (-214.) would find anything WRONG with 
THAT!oBut GOLD separated from the DROSS - 
leaves only DROSS! Ahd that is the way the 
Record reads and THAT is the idiole intent & 
purpose of the REAL AWAKENING: "Go ye OUT to 
meet Him!" And the GOLD Just simply goes 
OUT - like the believers went OUT of Cid 
Jerusalem just before its DESTRUCTION. Of 
course we know if you are only seeking for 
a FOLLOWING - you will not be very POPULAR 
in Adventist or Reform Circles to teach THAT 

.? TRUTH! Is that why you-’ HISSED'Daniel 9 with 
■ a Hop,: Skip, and a Jump? Rather than deal

with the "...DESOLATIONS of JERUSALEM" which • 
, Sr. White -said in the early GC^s but which

was TAKEN OUT! That JERUSALEM represents THE 
CHURCH! And what is DANIEL talking’about in
sed THY LAW... there fore the CURSE is poured 
upon us... all this EVIL'is come upon us... 
WE HAVE SINNED, we have done WICICEDLY...
(Ah! so1;much NICER to quote JONES that they 
are SINLESS and to Shout this to the vhole 
World!? (Your Book - BRINSMEAD fs Eternal 
Purpose p.I90.) (DANIEL was simply not that 
kind of a man!) "... thy city' JERUSALEM, thy 
HOLY MOUNTAIN (Ah! Much better to talk about 
the MOUNTAINS of ROME!) because for'OUR Sins, 
and for the iniquities of OUR Fathers, JERU
SALEM and THY PEOPLE are become a REPROACH 
to all that are about us... and for the over
spreading of ABOMINATIONS he shall make it 

■• r DESOLATE." From p.34-37 of that "REVELATION" 
thing of yours, 
o-o-o-o-o-o. ’■
Do you not know that NO ONE CAN BE SEALED

• •who DOES NOT show "my people AIL their ABOMI- 
.. NATIONS?" Or have they no ABOMINATIONS - B ?
Or would you not be POPULAR if you MENTION 
them? So you LAP® AST the CATHOLICS and the 
COMMUNISTS? Of course your following will 
cheer you on! Was GOD WRONG when He s'aid the 
DESOLATIONS BEGINS with THE'CHURCH? T5:2II. 
Even the SHEPHERD’S RODS were more HONEST 
than you are! They had THAT right'- but were - 
OUT on the TIP® and other DETAILS. T5:2II.

' "In this time the GOLD will be SEPARATED 
from the DROSS in the Church." T5:8l. "Woe

- to‘ the BLOODY CITY,, to the PCT whose SCUM is 
therein, and whose SCUM is NOT GORE OUT GF IT! 
... her-SCUM.shall be ip the FIRE!" Eze.24: 
o-o-o-o-o-o T ; 6,12.
"They had made their, choice^- had taken the

• FORM without the'SPIRIT, the . HUSK Without' 
the KERNEL. Their decision was never after
ward' reversed;, -for, they walketl ho more with •• 

•ar Jesus* "Whose^FAN-ls in His hand, He will 
rr throughly purge his floor, and GATHER His
WWHEAT into the,.;Garner..-. By the’ words of TRUTH 

the CHAFF was being SEPARATED from the WHEAT.
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God’s people CANNOT receive the FINAL 
work of grace UNTIL the Judgment.1’ p.2. 
This is a Trick and a Loaded Question.
WHICH "FINAL WORK OF GRACE”-are you talk
ing about? There are WO "FINAL WORKS CF 

are DEZD WRONG. GRACE” - one for th® DAILY - one for'the

of grace'takes place IN the Latter Rain 
(TM 506).” p.2. It does hot.
WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS?
(G) "For instance, IF the Latter Rain 
comes BEFORE the Judgment' of the Living, 
THEN ?it is an undoubted truth that we 
have to reach the FULL-STATE of moral ’ 
PERFECTION BEFORE the Final Atonement. 
But on the contrary, IF the Latter Rain 
is the BLESSING of the*Judgment of the 
Living, thc-i the matter is settled - -

IM BRINSMEAD SAYS:
(E)*"In the Judgment He “brings them to 
eternal PERFECTION, (5T 472-3 Some people 
get the idea that" all this riruit be done 
in the DAILY experience ;"'p*2.<

Joy.” "What’s so joyftl about it?
, o-o-b-o-p-o ! ’
Your foil oners should clearly KNOT what~ .--ch 

/ you ARE Teaching so we will" pause here ‘ .
. and, SHOT, them. So once-and-for-all they „ 

p will K1JOT what this is all about: :v- ‘

YEARLY - one REMOVES' the SIN from the 
Suppliant - the other * REMOVES the SINS 
from the PLACEThe SECOND Roes NOTHING 
for the PERSON - it was already DONE.

" It merely’REMOVES the SINS that have been 
already REMOVED’ It DOES NOT remove ANY 
SINS that were not prevlouely REIOVEDJ 
One is" for the INDIVIDUAL - the other is 
for the GROUP. Your antics - your show - 
the attention you are -trying to obtain 
is as transparent as a Ballet-Dancer in 
a Fish-Net. Your whole "MESSAGE” is geared' 
to SIN being REMOVED * later-than-you-thinks 
What if it has to be done' EARLIER-THEN- 
YOU-THINK? What-then? Your followers will 
now Hail you as the Great "WAIT-AB OUT” 
Prophet - when their Self-Love and vio
lated Conscience.was Smarting under a 
Burden to do something and do it NOTJ 
"Sufficient., untp'"the DAY is the Evil 
thereof?1 - but :pw they go BACK to their 
INDULGENCES & SINS and recline at EASE 
for did npt the Great Prophet tell them 
what they, wanted to HEAR - that they can 
"WAIT ABOUT?" And more than that - they 
MUST “WAIT ABOUT J” With you this is not" 
a LICENSE - it is a LAW! Anyone who comes 

'ahead of your great "SIGNAL” - "PUT HIM
. ..TO DEATH!" See p.3'0. -"Tidings of Great

4- (^214.) THE TOp-LATE PROPHET.
It is all very well to feed the Adventist" 
the Diet to which he has become accustomed, 
like the Jewish Leaders fed their people* 
To tell them of the Great Fight they"were 
about to enter - the "LOUD CRY” - the Message Yes - we have that idea, 
of the Angel of Rev3 18. Ahl That will'Thrill WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS: 
every one of them! Get their loins girded up (f) "... but the CONSUMMATION of the work 
for Battle. But is THAT where the Battle 
BEGINS? Is THAT where the FIRST SHOTS ARE 
FIRED? BRINSMEAD says it is « and bn' that 
Premise he stands or Falls. Brinsmead - ‘you 
are a Dead-Duck - you . are going to’Fall'. 
You do not have Truth on your’ Side. You, 
like many others like you - prefer the ac
claim of the MULTITUDES, and the MULTITUDES 
will NEVER acclaim the Truth - and that is 
the Short and Sweet of it. 
o-o-o-o-o-o. .
WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS: " '
(a) "What will be the great event in-the 
Sanctuary that brings the Latter Rain?*The 
answer is the Judgment of the’Living."p.2. 
SAF NEWSLETTER». Sept. 15,1968. *" 
BRI NS LEAD': You are WRONG, yo 
You are trying desperately to EQUATE the 
"JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING" with the "LATTER * 
RAIN” - and the Starter’s Gun for this Race 
is "THE SUNDAY-LAW.” You call this.the” 
"SIGNAL.” You are out. You are too lato.
You have to have us fall" for that so that 
you can introduce your Pet Theories that 
come later and as a Result of this"Thinking. 
Seme may not attach'much Importance to this 
one way or the other - after all » what does 
it matter? But you yourself attach so* much 
Importance to it - calling this the very 
PILLARS, of the "AWAKENING” - that we will 
just take you at your word - that you Stand 
or Fall on it. And so you do. You Fall. 
WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS:,. ?- ■ ' *
(B) ”... so the Angel of Rev. 18 will be’sent 
when the Judgment of the Living begins... 
INSEPARABLY CONNECTED... the Latter Rain & 
the"Judgment.” p.2. Wrong again. 
WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS: . .... " ’ ■* ’
(c) "When the Living are to be judged, Rev.' 
•18 comes in at the SAME TIME. If this Pillar 
is removed, then give up the'AWAICTING,' for 
there is nothing in it??' p*2. *
We agree - there is nothing in it. 
WHAT"’BRINSMEAD- SAYS:. ..
(D) "It is as clear as the evidence that 
the Seventh day is. the SabbathAnd the* 
Latter Rain, SEALS. THE CHURCH... * the Latter 
Rain seals the last Generation.'.^ and wher
ever-you put the Latter Rain,’ you' must put 
the Sealing of the 144,000,.. They are’OljE 
and the'SAW; event,” -p.2. Wrong again. ;
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(I) V.. the SUNDAY LM;.^Doesn’t".the > 
>. .TEST Wing the GREAT SHAKING, to the - 

• CHURCH, and SEPARATE the CHAFF from-.the
.WHEAT?" p.2. .

■ • (Ruth E* Hoehn:) Do you see jfeat he-is 
: -’trying to do? .It is the LAODICEAN LES*

SAGE that brings the SHADING! He is

5- (%I4.) WAT BRIKSJEAD SAYS: (g) cont’d. 
11 Many are unaware that there- is a special 
work of CLEANSING associated with the 'in
vestigative Judgment* THIS DEFICIENCY IN 
UNDERSTANDING.** An idea prevalent is that 
when God’s people have reached TERFECTION. 
of Christian CHARACTER, through a PROCESS of 
SANCTIFICATION, they are then READY for the 
Judgment, which Judgment, it is: thought, 
will merely RECOGNIZE’ their JERFEGT CHARAC
TERS and SEAL them for Eternity,

"But this concent of the Judgment is the 
evidence of THE MOST FATAL BLINDNESS... THIS; 
FALSE CONCEPTION.., is the Root of the ERROR; 
the other, discrepancies are merely the 
Branches." p.45. "WEIGHED IN THE BALANCES.' 

MORE BRINSMEAD * THIS IS A DECLA
RATION OF WAR )» HU 11 .

"Let it be thoroughly understood that'God 
DOES NOT EXPECT His people to ATTAIN to the 
ultimate in SINLESS PEPFECTION/BEFORE they 
come by faith to the. Judgment..*'How many 
are endeavouring to enter the marriage by 
LIVING UP TO ALL THE STANDARDS OF'THE LAW) 
Christ is robbed of His gLorj," p.lS^TGJ, 
o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o^c^’o-o-o-o-b-o-o 
There you have it. The Gauntlet'has been 
flung down* See it or not see it - it makes 
no Difference -■ ANY HONEST OBSERVER WILL 
RECOGNIZE THIS AS A DECLARATION OF WAR .AT 
THE VERT HEART AND SOUL OF THE TEACHINGS 
OF THE TESTIMONIES^ For they Teach the very 
Opposite! And if you do not'know that"- you 
do not know the TestimoniesBut where ARE 
the men of the' Hour to LEET this UPSTART? 
Where have they ‘FLED? Where are they HIDING? 
Are they AFRAID to speak the Truth? AFRAID 
to stand up and be counted? Or have they 
FAILED to understand the Issues? The Hoehn 
Research Library Reports have alerted people 
around the World. To our knowledge - this 
proud boasting was FIRST challenged by us 
by Tape and by Paper. The Braggart became 
Bolder - and Roared out a Challenge that 
every Adventist of any standing should have 
known was something never before heard of 
in Heaven or on Earth* Yet they had been 
so Conditioned and BHain- washed NOT to criti
cize, NOT to find fault - that they Mood 
trembling Q.n the Side-Line's’AFRAID to become 
INVOLVED, Not SURE of themselves -‘RATTLED." 
as 
their Mouth - then Shut it again - as they 
had been DRILLED to do in the Adventist 
Church) SILENCE was.the order of the Day, ; . 
and "To thy Tents, 0 Israel)" They wont 
into hiding rather than face this*J 
WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS:' f ‘ ’' > Nv
(h) "There is another aspect to ;this. There ' 
is also a great, earthly TEST which'’must come studiously AVOIDING the LAODICEAN. MESSAGE |

’KT -V-’. • ■ : . .

to God’s people BEFORE the angel of Rev. 
JOINS the Third Angel, What brings the . 
TEST? The National SUNDAY LAW, the DE-- 
.CREE*., If you can establish that the 
Angel of Revelation 18 comes BEFORE the 
TEST, and leads up to the TEST, you have 
established that the whole AWAKENING is 
ERRONEOUS.’You don’t need to do anything 
else." p.2. Yes - exactly so! 
Now * where are you? Don’t crowd! 
Surely this ought to be for any 
TESTIMONY-BELIEVER - any ADVENTIST any 
MINISTER to put an End to this Braying 
in the Laodicean Breeze - once-and-for- 
all ) Who, ever heard' that the SUNDAY LAW. 
was a SIGNAL for the JUDGMENT OF THE 
LIVING to BEGIN?. If you heard such a 
thing before - write and tell us the 
BOOK, the AUTHOR,'the DENOMINATION, the - 
CHURCH - that ever thought of such a" ' 
thing! Yes - WRITE and TELL us! So wo 
will be SILENCED1 forever! In-which'BIBLE 
do you FIND that - in which- TESTILpNY? ; 
Yet you read his Books and can tell: us 
you "SAW NOTHING WRONG" in them!'This' " 
makes my Blood BOIL) That people should 1 
be led astray and to Perdition— as : 
EASILY as THAIi Because if you are going 
to bask in the Shade of tbo Brins mead- 
Tree - "WAITING ABOUT" fon the SUNDAY 
LAW - for the SEALING TO BEGIN - what 
if you WAKE UP in the MIDNIGHT HOUR and . 
find the SEALING IS PAST - and you knew 
NOTHING ABOUT IT J It came as a THIEF IN : ; 
THE NIGHT) NELLIE BREWER-ROGERS had an .. 
"EARTHQUAKE" for the SIGNAL for the ; ’ 
Judgment of the Living to BEGIN! No one 
seemed to dare, or to care to reply to 
that one, either! HIEBERT, of course * - 
had his "WAYMARK ARK THEORY" and HUDSON 
and DARKIE ROBERTSON OF LOS ANGELES(SDA) 
really went to Town on that one! Hiebert 
was‘so Mild and Meek -"but'the Sheepskin 
came off when.we Challenged him'and*THEN 
he came out and said that if God did: ;
NOT- give a WORLD-WIDE WARNING of the  
JUDGMENT TO BEGIN - that would be WORSE" 
than tiie HELL-TORMENT THEORY) So you see 
if you get these fellows MAD ■ sometime# ; 
is when they show their real' TEETH!
Which is what B is doing here: ' .

to what the Truth REALLY WAS. They Opened WHAT BRINSMEAD SAYS:



I

TRUTH CF LUTHER’ So that LUTHER in 0PP0S-

c

And right here is where B takes off again 
because so many AGREE with him and WANT 
that "ABSOLUTION OF SIN" Just the SALE

•BUTTON." That your SINS can be. REJOED - 
as a final 11 ACT" by the "JUDGMENT." You are 
NO-GOOD, you have the.WERST. SIN CF THE UNI
VERSE BOILING inside of you.- HIDDEN and

(Although he may choose to call it by some' 
Pet Phraseology such as the "CLEANSING of 
the SOUL-TEMPLE" or "SINLESS PERFECTION."') 
"God ’s people CANNOT receive the FINAL work 
of GRACE until the JUDGMENT." p.2. This, 
taken by itself - may sound very convincing, 
did you not know what this’kind of Doctrine 
LEADS to! The same Mind presents the Notion 
that you come to that "JUDGMENT" with the 
very "WORST SIN CF THE UNIVERSE"'boiling 
inside of you! And if you pretend you do not 
KNOT this - it means only one thing: you did 
not READ his Writings! Oh, you may have 
GLANCED at them or through them, you may 
even consider yourself' an "AUTHORITY" on 
and trying to get other people to BELIEVE in 
them - but you did not really’READ them! 
You were BLINDED by the DEVIL! Sr. White' 
says they will "READ" things that"were"hover 
written, and "HEAR"'things that were never 
said! By being Blinded by the Devil. And 
they will also IGNORE things they WANT to 
igriore:> - while they will MAGNIFY the~things 
they WANT to magnify, "Oh, I can understand 
what he MEANS." Well - if he MEANT it that 
way - WHY- didn’t he SAY it THAT WAY??? Why 
did he say it the OPPOSITE way?

But then, sure enough « they” might have 
you right there, for these Master Psycholo
gists that come from the SDA SEMINARIES are 
TRAINED to say BOTH things at the’SAME "time! 
o—o—o—o—o—o SM t:5l/2. TM 409.
"A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" by RD BRINSMEAD.

until this MAGICAL HOUR When you will

(b) What if the Door of Probation is 
then already CLOSED at this very HOUR!) 
"... they will KNOT' that the TIME HAS 
COLE for them to be JUDGED... The TEST 
bn the MARK CF THE.BEAST’ will be con
current with the JUDGMENT CF THE LIVING. 
When the IMAGE is set. up and the MARK is 
ENFORCED,- God*s .people will KNOT that 
the Time of the SEALINCj has come... they' 
must go INTO the Most Roly’PLace."GEP 200/1

6- (^214. ) OUR REPLY TO (A)(B)(C)(Dl®)fr’)(G)(H)(l)o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-6-o-o-o-o-o«0-o-o-o 
This may not be the LANGUAGE you want. You 
may be "Offended* at~a~ word- - but this is 
the TRUTH - nevertheless! And it is a Poor- 
Excuse to PRETEND, to be "OFFENDED" - and* then as the CATHOLICS LIKED IT BETTER THAN THE 
go BACK - and take the OTHER SIDE J'A* Poor 
Excuse to JOIN ..THE ENEMY -* just because your ING the "MASS" - had to go into HIDING 
SELF-LOVE is SMARTING under merited Reproof! FOR HIS VERY LIFE J’This is the very Issue

CHARACTER... 
Under A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-

right here and now. Can SINS be FORGIVEN 
the SUBJECT raised’ when one is DEAD? See BRINSMEAD ADA 21! 

there is the SUBJECT of BUILDING a CHARACTER. And this is NOT THE ONLY PLACE he said 
this! Write and tell us you "UNDERSTAND 
WHAT HE MEANS"' - because you WANT that 
"MASS" said for you by that HOLY IRIEST! 
You WANT that "ABSOLUTION FOR SIN" ’for 
that is ALL it is and NOTHING ELSE.’ Th*e 
very Idea that SINS will be FORGIVEN for 
you - yes - the very "WORST SIN OF THE 
UNIVERSE" -without your ASKING for it - 
LADIES & GENTLEMEN!
THE CURTAIN GOES UP for SIN-ABSULUTION* 
BRINSMEAD-STYLE! Even the CATHOLIC ABSO
LUTION is not quite as BAD as THAT’ For ' 
some one has to ASK for .it and PAY for it, 
but B does it for you* WITHOUT ASKING! 

them This is certainly a new one! I wonder if 
such a Doctrine will lead people to PUT 
ASIDE THEIR SINS IN THIS LIFE - if they 
"KNOT" it can be done 1ater~than-you-think? 
Why not just "WAIT ABOUT" for that to be” 
done? In fact - this great Prophet assures 
you it CANNOT be done .any sooner any howl 
You CANNOT, you DARE NOT, you HAVE NOT 
gone INTO the "MOST HOLY PLACE" until 
his Magical "SIGNAL.’" Yes! That is EXACTLY 
what' this is all about! This is enough' 
to draw SWORDS over! "If UNITY could be 
secured only by the COMPROMISE of TRUTH 
and RIGHTEOUSNESS, then LET' there be ' " ’ 

-DIFFERENCE - and even WAR!" GC 45. SR 324.
AFTER THE SUNDAY LAW!

"So far we HAVE NOT ENTERED into the 2nd, 
Apartment... This is the nature of the 
Cry at MIDNIGHT... they will KNOT (they 

.Was so good it was sent out for "MASS DISTRI- will - will they?) that the TIME HAS COLE ‘ 
for them • to be. JUDGED in the Courts above c 
(So the hidden hand Idea behind this is 
for you to "WAIT ABOUT" or "SIN ABOUT"

DEEP-SEATED. And this is” REMOVED’ARBITRARILY’ "KNOT!" What if (A) you do hot know? 
You-have NOTHING to SAX about it! Because 
you did not KNOT about it J SIN will be FOR-' 
GIVEN WITHOUT CONFESSION! This‘"MASS» will 
be performed even for the DEAD! ADA 21." 
And this is where.the ADVENTISTS tackled 

, him, and tackled him well - in their Book 
p.29,35. But BRINSMEAD - TRICKY AS EVER - 
DOES .NOT GIVE THE“RIGHT PAGE CF ‘THE'SDA Book 
but Tongue-in-cheek refers to p.I3,37!

See this in ADA 32!
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. GROUP that is-RIGHT "bn, that: Subject’

if you allowed the CONDITIONS to DEVELOP’ 
No - it’s.all God’s doing! 
o-o-o-o-b-o
The World has accused Adventists of say
ing that the “CHARACTER11 is the TEST in 
the JUDGMENT. Which caused the SDA MINIS
TRY MAG AZINE to fall over Backwards DENY
ING any such thing! Why, the very Idea! 
That a CHARACTER is the TEST in the"

Not one. That the 144, 000 ar.® ALIVE,

7- ('-214.) True enough - if'we can UNDER-” 
MINE THAT DOCTRINE - we undermine’the whole 
Fabric of the BRINSMEAD STRUCTURE! For there 
is NO "AWAKENING" about that TIAN^JXLISR’ 
They will SLEEP SOUNDER THAN EVER - for are 
they not SECURE - have NOTHING TO'DO BUT 
“WAIT ABOUT" for the great Prophet’and his . 
delightful "SIGNAL?" You SHOULD have known, 
you COULD have known the ERROR in that the 
first time round® If you are any KihcTof • 
a Student of the Testimonies you needed ho 
one to write the following FACTS-for you* 
You should have KNOWN them yourself a nd-been 
able to TELL OTHERS-SO! But will you now DO 
that or DRAG YOUR HEELS - FIND FAULT - CRITI
CIZE - CONDE® - and REJECT’ That is what 
the CATHOLICS DID! They were willing to SHED 
THEIR. BLOOD to CONTINUE to have that SIN- 
FCRC-IVING PRIEST-HOOD MINISTER TO. THEM’ 
My - isn’t he KIND? isn’t he UNDERSTANDING? 
Yes - so is his father - THE DEVIL) 
O—O—0—0—0—0 
"MULTITUDES eagerly accept TEACHINGS that 
leave them at liberty to obey the promptings 
of the CARNAL hearts The Reins of SELF
CONTROL are laid upon the ‘Neck of LUST, the 
powers of mind & soul are made subject to 
the-ANIMAL PROPENSITIES, and SATAN excitingly 
sweeps into his net THOUSANDS who PROFESS to 
be followers of Christ®.© SPIRITUALIST 
teachers virtually declare, ’’Every one that 
doeth evil is good in the sight of the Lord, 
.& He delighteth in them; or, Where is the 
God of’ JUDGMENT?" Sai th the Word of God, 
"WOE .unto them that call evil good, and 
good evil; that put DARKNESS for Light, and 
LIGHT’for Darkness.".., the Bible is inter
preted in a manner that is PLEASING to the 
unrenewed heart, while its solemn & vital 
TRUTHS are made’ of NO-EFFECT. LOVE is dwfelt

’ upon as the chief attribute of God." GC 556/8, JUDGMENTX Certainly no informed Adventist 
would BELIEVE or TEACH any such Stuff & 
Nonsense! So says’ the SDA"MINISTRY MAG;’ 
LOT. pe6o -Aug. 1962, TM 446,362. T2:I30. 
o-o-o-o-o-o THE ADVENTIST WORLD.
It is Obvious that the Adventist World 
is as .mixed-up on this Subject as’they 
are on the SEALING of the 144,000. Is 
the number LITERAL or SYMBOLIC? Is ' 
Perfection of Character - ABSOLUTE or 
RELATIVE? Before the Evolution(Devilution 
of so-called "HIGHER-LEARNING" there 
was not a THOUGHT of such words! Are 
the 144,000 the ONLY ones'or only a- 
SPECIAL CLASS? Are they ALL fyorn the 
LIVING or some from the.DEAD? The Special 
Resurrection, perhaps? And so on and on 
it goeS'until there.is NOT ONE ORGANIZED

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o 
Sr. White wrote aftnost NOTHING about’ ARM2GED- 

. DON, but the Adventist Leaders under URIAH
SMITH warped the Subject out of all'.pro
portion. And so the ADVENTIST has been 
TAUGHT to BRACE HIMSELF for the SWORD - for 
HAIL - and THUNDER - and LIGHTENING - for 
FORCE « and the CRISIS« and the LAW - while 
SATAN comes with The Ruby-Lips’of LOVE in 
the WINE-CUP of FALSE DOCTRINE’ That PLEASES 
the SENSES and makes the understanding REEL! 
And they are LOST - just the same! And that 
is. the’ REASON we want to give-this Subject' . 
a’little.’more ATTENTION, Do we"ACCEPT divers 
& strange DOCTRINE just because they. PLEASE- 
us and will also be sure* to 'PLEASE others? 
Or do. we. look for the TRUTH regardless of

- the CONSEQUENCES? Then pay heed to this 
Subject brought to you from YEARS of STUDY,

CHARACTER.
The Subject that is raised here is the 
Subject of CHARACTER. WRIGHT of Australia 
calls it "NATURE" - and you obtain it 
by MAGIC - by a WISH & a PRAYER & the 
Assemblage of RIGHT WORDS, That is MAGIC. 
It is'done by a MIRACLE, IF you know the 
WORDS. My Books tell me.that the "UN
SPOKEN CRY" reaches the Herart of God, ’ 
And that is good enough for me. MB 130, 
o-o-o-o-o«o 
BRINSMEAD is also a MIRACLE-WORKER and’ 
uses the very word: "MIRACLE." SIS 239. 
(SDA Book on RB from R&H,Dec.1961.p.29,) 
But he is later-than-you-think. He gives 
it to you in the "MIDNIGHT H.OUR, at the 
JUDGMENT-MARRIAGE- you will be "SEALED" 
by the draping of a. "CHARACTER" about 
you. ‘From the OUTSIDE. Not from the IN
SIDE. And both WRIGHT & BRINSMEAD (and 
the Rooting-Team on the Side-Lines) 
declare that- no Striving, no Effort, no 
Will, no Fighting, no Desire - will avail. 
(Of course they got all’- this from COR -’ 
and the President of'the SDA Conference. 
DANIELS in COR 18-22. See GC 464,471.) 
Because (so they say) - it is not any
thing of YOUR doing, it is solely and 
absolutely the WILL of GOT’, Like the 

‘GERM Theory. Blame’GOD - blame the GERM - 
if things go WRONG. Do not blame yourself



any Time - while there is a DEFINITE SIN

WICKED spirit. God is not to be'trifled You may not LIKE this Evaluation. We do

there ia UNCLEAN.” HAGGAI 2:11-14.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O'-O-d-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 

144,000.
that? With 2,000,000 Adventists in the' 
World today: ”... it is a TRAGEDY to try 
td "NARROT the church DOTN to a LITERAL 
144,000... The 144,000- may well be in
cluded in the GREAT INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE ’ 
mentioned a little later.” RALPH S.WATTS. 
p.27/8. by the Coaching & Courtesy of

EVANGELISTIC COUNCIL - I960.(The Red Book), 
o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The MINISTERS are not “MINISTERS CF DARK
NESS” - they are hot “BLIND LEADERS CF THE

does that make KE HOLY? No. If I belong to 
a people that is NOT Holy - does that make 
ME UNCLEAN-UNHOLY? Yes.

“God holds his people, AS A BODY, re- 
sponible for SINS existing in INDIVIDUALS*, 
among them. If there is a NEGLECT with the 
LEADERS OF THE CHURCH, to diligently SEARCH 
OUT the Sins vhich bring the displeasure of 
God upon his people AS A BODY, they become 
RESPONSIBLE for these Sins.” R&H A2:49. 
(See CHANGES in T3:265.) “

. '“Should a case like ACHAN’S be among US, as we near the End. '13:353,358,452. 
there are many who would ACCUSE those, who 

. : might act the part of JOSHUA in SEARCHING

not LIKING it is the LAST' thing we are 
worrying about. We are merely here to tell 
the TRUTH to the FEW who seek it -■ and 
who may be really CONFUSED as to what the 
Issues really ARE J We hope to set it out 
PLAINLY for them'. The rest of the RABBLE 
can chase BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-WATTS-ANDERSON- 
HUDSON-DURST-RUE-ROGERS-or WHOEVER’.

While BRINSMEAD & WRIGHT, once BUDDY- 
vuucn uxuciu, vr. BUDDIES — both introduced to AMERICA via 
or anyN'eat, SHALL HUDSON - are now LANCING with each other 

and people ask us: “WHICH ONE IS RIGHT?" 
We answer: NEITHER ONE» BOTH ARE THE SAME J

Message of the Saviour. NO CHURCH accepted 
the Message of the Disciples, Luther, or 
Sr. White. The CHURCH had to be WE, It 
was*made from Free-Thinking INDIVIDUALS,' 
There is NO SIN in being an INDIVIDUAL at ' BLIND" - they are not "CLOUDS WITHOUT 

WATER" - they are not "TREES WHOSE FRUIT 
in belonging to a CHURCH gone Sofir. This is WITHERETH" - they are not “WITHOUT FRUIT” 
the Lesson brought out by HAGGAI. If a - they are not "TWICE DEAD” - "Yes, ‘there 
people is HOLY - and I belong to that people,are many such among us as a people,'many 

who CLAIM’to be ALIVE, while they are DEAD1! 
TM 81,155. No, no, none of that] They 
are so HOLY if you TOUCH this HOLY BODY- 
YOU will be HOLY, TOO’ "The Congregation 
is HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM’"'So* the WATTS 
& the FRCONS & the ANDERSONS relegate the 
TRUTH of the TESTIMONIES to the Scrap-heap
- and save the Congregation “EVERY ONE OF 
THEM’” And so - " PRESTO-CH ANGO’" the NUMBER 
is “SYMBOLIC”-.’ This is the REBELLION of 
KD&A which Sr. White said would be repeated

And it is among these Fanatics that now 
_ _ undertake to tell us how CHARACTER is to

OUT (See to your OTN Sins-BROTHER?) in SEARGH-be developed.
ING OUT the Wrong, of having a* FAULT-FINDING, o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-6-o.-o-o-o 
WICKED spirit. God is not to be* trifled You may not LIKE this Evaluation. We do 
with* and his WARNINGS disregarded with im- not care WHAT you like. Your LIKING it or 
punity by a PERVERSE PEOPLE... •

“God’s DISPLEASURE is upon his people,' 
and he will NOT manifest his POTER. in their 
midst while SINS'are existing among them & 
FOSTERED by those in RESPONSIBLE; POSITIONS" 
o-o-o-0ro-o RH A2:49. See T3.270,

"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Ask now 
the Priests concerning the LAW,- saying. 
If one bear HOLY FLESH in the skirt of his , 
garment*- & with his skirt touch Broad, or 
Pottage, or Wine * or .Oil f r < .\

• IT BE HOLY? And th§ Priests answered * and 
said, No. Then said HAGGAI, 

•i 
■

I

8- P2I4.) That they ate’MADE UP BEFORE If one that is UNCLEAN by a DEAD BODY 
PROBATION CLOSESJ WTF 30, That they are “ touch any of these, shall it be UNCLEAN? 
TRANSLATED WITHOUT SEEING DEATH’ OT “164,184, ’And the Priests answered and said, It 
16,283^,287. TI:4S7. SG 1:43. GC 649. PP 477. shall be UNCLEAN. ■ ’ ;
That they are from ALL the Tribes of ISRAEL, “Then answered HAGGAI, and said, So is 
not just ONE Tribe! And “TRIBE AFTER TRIBE” this people,* and so is this Nation before 
comes IN - during the “LOUD CRY J T8:41‘. ‘HC me, saith the Lord; and so is every work' 
280,298. RH A3:473. A4’364. T6:I44. T5:3I. ' of their hands; and that which they offer 
That they come from ALL the World and from 
ALL Churches as well as from NO CHURCH!
GOLD is Where you find it! To BELONG to the
WRONG Church is far WORSE than* to belong to But what do the Priests of today say to 
NO Church! More people have been LOST be
longing to the WRONG Church than belonging 
to N0; Church 2 Belonging to NO Church is NO 
SIN! Belonging to the WRONG Church IS! It 
is a SIN! It proved to be the UNFORGIVABIE 
SIN in the days of Lot and Noah. NO CHURCH 
walked INTO the Ark. NO CHURCH walked OUT 
of Sodom & Gomorrah. NO CHURCH accepted the ROY A.ANDERSON milSTERIAL ASSOCIATION



is the LAST Day of the Week * and SUNDAY'is 
the'FIRST Day of the Week - wvld"you say 
there is NO DIFFERENCE between the ADVENTIST 
and the CATHOLIC?
O-O-O-O-O-O

as EDUCATOR-INSTRUCTOR-PROFESSORS in your 
KEDICAL Institutions, if you are going”to 
REVOLVE STUDENTS, if you have'"BOTH taken the 
SAT.® Oath of Allegiance to the MEDICAL BUND 
in which you are but MERCHANTS CF BABYLON, 
if both the ADVENTIST & the CATHOLIC both 
open their Mouths & Veins for the latest' 
Medication-Vaccihe-Shot that some perverted 
JEW has concocted from SCIENCE-GONE-LLT) and 
with the help of the TALMUD, if you BOTH go 
as TEAMS or any other way BOTH end up beg-’ 
ging the WITCH-DOCTORS' of DARKEST AFRICA or 
SOUTH AMERICA for their "SECRETS" in using 
BAT-MANURE or YOPO-BERRIES or whatever, if

, the BUILDING, 
the other" in WASH.

•you BOTH desecrate the TEMPLE 
one‘has a POJE in ROME, 
D.C. and BOTH their Minions collect CHURCH
MONEY to carry out the SAME PROGRAM?® under 

;the SALE Accrediting Cabala-Junto' -'
If the SMELL is the SAW and "the LOOK 

is"the SAME the fact that you use a dlf- 
feBSit DAY to do and Teach the SAI® THINGS - 
and if the DIFFERENCE is becoming so LITTLE 
that you BOTH March up the Hill together 
with the SAME BILLY GRAHAM" having his arm" 
about BOTH of you - I' would say if you are 

■LOOKING FOR CREDIT for ostensibly "KEEPING 
THE SABBATH" - -  - ---------------------------

f .

o-o-o-q-o-o 
"They SUPPO>SE that they are RICH & increased 
with GOODS & in need of~N0THING, while in 

.^reality they are in need of EVERYTHING...
But MANY are crying, "PEACE & SAFETY," while 
SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM..'.” 
a place whence the DIVINE FRESENCE & glory• 
HAVE DEPARTED’" T8:250. 
O-O-O-O-O-O
I don’t see anything in the MOCKERY of 
"KEEPING THE SABBATH"' if you DO on that 
Sabbath everything the CATHOLICS do on 
theirs. I would says I SEE’NO DIFFERENCE! 
Go and JOIN the CATHOLICS and "be DONE rd th 
it! If you have to give up the TESTIMONIES 
in order to'have a more POPULAR RELIGION & 
put' tbgether a BIGGER CHURCH -'you'are wasting it! You must "WAIT ABOUT" and you obtain 
your Time ! It has been DONE already on the 
SALE PREMISE! Go and JOIN it! (And the

‘ Prophecies are replete with the Fact that 
they will do - JUST THAT’ I da not therefor 
havo to “WAIT ABOUT" to SEE it J I- see it . 
NOT’ All who go along with' thdm STEP.BY STEP 
will also take THAT LAST STEP! T5:SI.

9- (g2I4.) BOTH ARE THE SAME’ You see them"the same THEN - ? I see
Now, look - Bro. Hoehn! You KNOT”that SATURDAY them the same NOT! And so with BRINSIEAD 

and WRIGHT. I am frilly aware that when 
WRIGHT broke with BRINSMEAD he took with 
him such as MORGAN of Australia.‘When 
WRIGHT' formulated his first Theories - 
they were' so far-fetched & off-balance 

I would say if you are going to have CATHOLICS that under the Influence of MORGAN he 
has MOD TRIED them. FIRST he had a "NEW" 
NATURE" all made ready to hand, now the 
"NEW NATURE" in his "LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS 
must be BABIED & NURSED along! Nov/ to 
some this will be a WONDERFUL THING’ B 
had to do the SAME, he was being' Shot 
at.from too' many Quarters, so the ROGER- 
ITES changed him on that Witch’s Sabbath 
at AUBURN, WASH. 1961,

But neither one will admit ANY WRONG 
in their former Teachings except some 
vague remarks about GOD BEING WRONG - 
on 7 Points - so vhy not B?(See Rue.)p,2»

So we are going to HOLD them to viiat 
ia IN the writings of theirs that they 
STILL DISTRIBUTE! And believe me - if 
they want to point to some OTHER publi
cation where they teach OTHERWISE! it 
will be left to THEM - to explain THAT! 
Not up to us!'Not until they PUBLICLY 
AD LOT they were WRONG. This idea of” 
preaching BOTH WAYS - FOR X-Mass and 
AGAINST X-Mass from the SAME pulpit in 
the SAL® church on the.’SAME day - may 
be an Example of what SDA PSYCHOLOGY 
COURSES CAN DOT- so as to tie both ends 
toward the Middle and is known as ABLE 
PASTORING - but' I would much rather 
learn some other Trade in order to make 
an HONEST LIVING! The MIND, of course - 
that has ALSO spent a Life-Time of FLUCTU
ATING - will go right along with their 
DOUBLE-MINDED LEADERSHIP and THRILL to 
their TOES when this “UNDERSTANDING" 
fellow BENDS the way they want him to 
BEND! Oh, he'is a Jolly-Good-Fellow! 
and Hail-met J But like REEDS that BEND 
in the WIND, and for whom John-the-Baptist 
had NO USE WHATSOEVER - these also have 
their Roots in MUD - 'in the MIRE.

AND THIS. IS THE MUD.
(1) WRIGHT says you obtain a "NEW NATURE" 
(CHARACTER) - FIRST THING ’
(2) BRINSMEAD says you CANNOT so obtain

it in the "CLEANSING" in the MIDNIGHT- 
JUDG MENT-MARRIAGE-CRISIS-SHAKING-SUND AY- 
LAW-SEPARATI0N-H OUR ’ So you see -" ? So 
say the MORGANS -there is ALL the DIF
FERENCE in the World! "■ ’ ’

We still.Reply: There is NO DIFFER
ENCE’ FIRST THING :- LAST THING -



- gives
. us the MIDNIGHT HOUR to. "make" - no, not

want you to DRIFT - with other DRIFT, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
This is the Result of tho JONES Teaching 
of 1905. Blotters in WASHINGTON show this 
leads to “FREE-LOVISW?1 and FORNICATION 
wherever, it goes. “It is not by TRYING - 
but by DYING.« and so the Truth DIES - 
and SEIF becomes VERY MUCH ALIVE! Sister 
WHITE had to FIGHT this thing right from

This doctrine - that you ARE Saved ri^it' 
now, Saved and Sinless with Billy Graham, 
Oral Roberts, Vi right & the Seventh-day 
Adventists via Daniels and Jones - 
or the Thought that you WILL BE' SAVED if 
you “WAIT ABOUT” in the SDA Church with 
Houteff dr Brinsmead - I really fail to 
see any real'DIFFERENCE in Mental atti
tude. Both are RICH & increased with 
GOODS and certainly in NEED - of NOTHING! 
Both boast, 'and consider it some Kind 
of Virtue or other - NOT to “FIND FAULT*” 
Thus they ADMIT that' they are NOT showing 
my people “ALL” their’ABOMINATIONS! Thus 
they cannot be SEALED! “Mark this Point 
with care.” T3:267. T5:2II.
0—0—0-0—0—0
The Point is, the REAL Point is - 
BOTH of them teach that YOU have little 

or NOTHING to do with forming your CHARAC
TER! It is to be done FOR YOU J So you RE
LAX* Cease to STRIVE - make NO EFFORT! 
“It is not by TRYING - but by DYING*” 
BOTH"of them say THAT! And DOZENS of other 
expressions leading you'to the same idea. 
Which in sum & substance means it is UP 
TO GOD - it is NOT up to YOU’ They say it 
is HIS work - not YOURS! And they make 
INSULTING REMARKS about anyone who believes

as we near the Close of'Probation. This' * 
Subject was well covered in REPORT $ 185. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Now the DANGERS in that. PROCRASTINATING' 
DOCTRINE - or WAITING for GOD to do what’ 
WE must do; Or WAITING for false SIGNALS, 
The most Hellish of all False Doctrines.
While you are WAITING - the SPIRIT LEAVES! 
“His angels LEFT those who MADE NO EFFORT 
... and I lost sight of them.” EW 270.
Lost for all Eternity? Yes,, most definitely 

j- That means that if,you live ’ o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*o-o-o-o 
• you are dealing with-14,600 DAYS, PROCRASTINATION,

DO-NOTHING! BOTH of BRINSMEAD - the “AGE-TO-COME" man

just to “make” - but to’ “BEGIN to make a

10- ('*214.) WHAT DOES IT MATTER?' 
It is HOT to obtain it that Counts!'not 
WHEN to obtain it! And on T-iAT point the 
PHARISEE & . the SADDUCEE may APPEAR'to do' 
BATTLE among themselves, but on the Point 
that MATTERS - they belong to the same" 
Church! And AGREE as heartily as anyone 
COULD agree - with BABYLON’ ", ' 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Testimony' phraseology’might be employed“- 
the better to deceive. They may shy away 
from TERMS that would Brand' them a Mile 
away - so they use OTHER’ terms that’say ~ 
the SAI® thing and, above all - leave the 
SAME mental condition. And'it'is the LENT AL 
CONDITION that we are interested in and 
concerned about. WRIGHT may not say “CHARAC
TER” - he may cell it “NATURE” -"what is 
the DIFFERENCE? WEBSTER sees none, 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' ",
BRINSMEAD may jangle with the DIFFERENCE 
between “SANCTIFICATION” & "PERFECTION;” 
But what'IS the DIFFERENCE? We see none. 
Neither does WEBSTER. It is just a TRICK 
INVENTION meant to CONFUSE & BEGUILE ’ 
The SIMPLE - that iSu 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Instead of being AWED by such INVENTIONS - 
it is Time to be DISGUSTED’ (Like HOUTEFF ’ 
and what does “BEANS” mean? It means BEANS!) OTHERWISE than THEY would have it! They 
"Ample provision has been made that tho 
people of’God may attain PERFECTION1’of 
CHARACTER. The apostle says, “This is’the 
will of God,’ even yoUr SANCTIFICATION.” RH 
A3S522. Nov. 30, W7. NO DISTINCTION! - *’ 
PERFECTION & SANCTIFICATION are 0NE.iT8:64.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Both WRIGHT & BRINSMEAD teach that' IN BE
TWEEN - you do NOTHING! They teach, as GO 
464,471 says the DEVIL-LED M0VEME1OTS WILL. the BEGINNING. She said it would be REVIVED 
TEACH - to make NO EFFORT, exercise’NO WILL, 
"It is not by TRYING.- but by DYING.” Not .

•knowing THAT is the SONG QF^BABYLON for ’ 
their excuse not to keep the LAW’* And' that 
was ,the Song of DANIELS*, the Seventh-day 
Adventist General Conference President! 
COR 18-22. Call it CHARACTER-NATURE-SEAL- 
PERFECTION-CONVERSION - it makes no dif
ference. It is done in a MOMENT- in an". 
INSTANT - by a Wish & a Prayer!'They even 
stress the’fact that £t can be done in less 
than a Day. That means that if , you live 
40, years - “ - - •L • * * 1 * * '
So for ±4,599 DAYS you

: the AUSTRALIAN. Circuit-Riders teach the 
SAME - the only "difference”. is ’one Hangs 
that Magical DAY. "bn to ONE end of: the 
Spectrum - the .other hangs it on~the OTHER’* 
Just what Basic DIFFERENCE is ' 
is the 14,599 days that really Count?

TRUE PREPARATION for the Judgment of the 
LIVING." “THE OPEN DOOR” p.7;

I- is' there' when it - He also says, right there.: That when 
‘ . the Judgment of the Living BEGINS.... .



•'it;

... the
....BEGIN to make a true PREPARATION*

" p.7. OD.

II- (-214.)" It is TOO LATE for PREPARATION 
amongst those who have KNOWN t!
Message... ONLY TH2JSE WHO ARE READY.ao 
into the Marriage and receive the SEAL 
o«-o-o—o-o—o
Here BRINSMEAD takes one position - 
"The Cry... "Go yq out to meet Him." 
WISE 
for the Judgment of the Living, 
o-o-o-o-o-o ■ •*t •
Here it would DEFINITELY APPEAR that there

* is a PAUSE,, a SPACE,., a-TIP®’ between the
, alleged "CRYP - and the alleged"" JUDGMENT
• of the Living." Otherwise, of course -
there would’ be no Object in “BEGINNING" to 
make a "True" PREPARATION!
b—o—0—o—o—o “
He further seems to indicate that this is 
what he is most definitely Teaching (a Space, 
a Time - between the "CRY" & the "SEALING.") 
when he adds, most Rightly, and most Emphati
cally - that "WHEN the Judgment of the liv
ing BEGINS,. it is TOO LATE FOR PREPARATION... 
Only those who are READY... go in to the 
Marriage." p.7y "THE OPEN DOOR." OD 7. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
The’ above, of course - is True.
There is no getting around it. That WHEN 
the "Judgment of the Living BEGINS - it is 
TOO LATE to make a "PREPARATION." On"that *
ONE Point - Brinsmead is RIGHT - here. Does 
he HOLD to that Point? No.'Is he RIGHT on 
other Points? No. 
o-o-o—o-o—o 
THE PARABLES. Those coming to the MARRIAGE
FEAST or the SUPPER-INVITATION parable plain
ly teach two things:
(1) Coming to the Reception in the WRONG 

ROBE (CHARACTER!) will mean to be cast OUT J
(2) The Invifetion then goes to ANOTHER CLASS 
while of the FIRST CLASS it is said: "Verily 
I* say i unto you, NOT ONE OFi THEM' shall' taste 
of "My Supper.J" We will bring out references 
to Seal that Truth among those who want to 
be Sealed by the Truth. On that‘Point - B
is right in his "OPEN DOOR" p.7, 
o-o-o-o-p-o e ~ __  „ . . - -
But "why "does tie DEVIATE from that Point in 
other Publications? Back & forth - like a 
Reed in the'Wind! Making his own Wind - 
bending this way and that! So that your .. 
Head literally REELS trying to FOLLOW him. 
The best answer is this,:.,
"I saw that at times your MIND was UNBALANCED 
from trying very hard to study into’and ex
plain the MSTERY OF GODLINESS, which is 
just as GREAT A MYSTERY after ybur stutjy * 
and explanations as i.t was before." SM 1:176. 
(To JONES in 1890 and aM who FOLLOW'the ,
JONES "SINLESS" insanity as quoted by B in '

• • ” ' " ...« amp t«q -d

go
." OD 7.

UNBALANCED DOCTRINE:
he Third Angel’s BRINSMEAD’S FLUCTUATING POSITIONS: ... 

(l) "When the Judgment of the Living 
BEGINS, it is TOO LATE for PREPARATION1!

. (2) In the same place he says: OD. 7. 
"The Cry goes up..."Go ye OUT to meet 
him."... The WISE... BEGIN to make a • ' 
true PREPARATION." So according td that, 
the MIDNIGHT CRY IS -NOT THE JUDGMENT 
OF THE. LIVING! • • ?'
(3 ) Yet, anyone vho knows anything about 
the Writings and Theories of B - KNCWS 
that he~DOES equate the MIDNIGHT CRY > 
with the SEALING or JUDGMENT of the > 
Living; Most defintely so! Do you know 
this or do you not know this? Areyou 
HONES' about this - or just STALLING? ’. 
Will you FACE up to it or NOT face up 
to it? Call us LIARS - perhaps? . 5.
0—O—O—O— 0^’0 , .
HERE IS PROOF and more than’Proof! ’ 

' RIGHT THERE! "Open Doo?’ p.7. LS 9. 
' "God’s people have an appointment to 

the MARRIAGE in the most holy placed. - ' 
The door is open..THE JUDGMENT SITS.-,. 
Our HeaveriiyBridegroom is AT the WEDDING. 
HIS PEOPLE ARE ASLEEP (You see? The / 
JUDGMENT has set and the people are, •. ; 
still ASLEEP - that’s what he. says' 
RIGHT THERE - in that'same page! There. 
is much similar double-talk in many* ;

’ places which we have marked: "A DULY!’’ 
A CONUNDRUM! This is one right here. >; 
Now Watch. He says they are ASLEEP - 
and while this was going on the. JUDGMENT 
"SITS" - “AT THE WEDDING" -and what,;,. 
FOLLOWS the sitting of this JUDGMENT’?) • 
BRINSMEAD:'; * ' '
"The JUDGMENT sits... Now a Cry is heard. 
... "Go FORTH in faith-to meet Him."p.7< 
(Yes - that is what the ADVENTISTS'” 
would have us belive! "GO FORTH...J" 
Rather than "GO YE OUT'...!" They can . . 
all. go "FORTH" together! Both WISE Jh . 
FOOLISH -'which’WAS the Message in T844-; 
- 124 years ago!.But since then there 
has been a TARRYING TIL® and a FALLING . 
ASLEEP and a MIDNIGHT HOUR and now it .

. is SEPARATION TIKE for the WISE TO LEAVE 
THE FOOLISH FOREVER! But if B would so 
much as BREATHE A WORD ABOUT THAT -ih^S 

. Popularity Poll would fall to ZERO ‘ 
OVERNIGHT! And such a Tragedy must be 
AVOIDED at ANY COST - so he- hes'lt: : * 
"GO ’YE FORTH. TO JffiET HIM J" Sickening? .. 
Yes.'Ernetic? Yes;cDisgustirig?cYes. ,,J. , 
Doctrines of Devils? Yes. 1 - T

And sq\the Mind that IS NOT HONEST .t 
will conjure 'up the "sort of Phantasies 
'that: other minds THAT ARE‘NOT HONEST -



All this is the Basis of his CHALLENGE ■ 
in Dr. Rue’s SAF NEWSLETTER. SeptiI5,I968. 
BRINSMEAD SNEERING: ’ ’
”In the JUDGMENT He-brings them to eternal 
PERFECTION', (5T 472-5). (Why doesrft he “ ’ 
mention 476? Wh$ does he MISS that last 
page? Read at and SEE WHY J ) (SNEERING r)' 
Some people get the IDEA that all this 
must be done in the DAILY experience."p.2. 
O-O-O—O-O-O—O—O—O—O—O-O-O—O—O—O-O-O—0—0—O’ 

Yes - and THAT is the “IDEA” in the Books! 
It certainly IS"! But B says accept. HIS 
position or else PROVE HIM WRONG ON THAT4” 
POINT and the whole Fabric of the alleged 
“AWAKENING” will“collapse ‘’THERE TOOTHING 
TO IT.” We agree, 
o-o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0 
So apparently our task is easy - all we 
have to do is to TROVE that there is NO 
OIL — no CHARACTER — no SOUL—CLEANSING — 
no Confession of Sins - no Forgiveness 
of Sins -. WHEN YOUR. NAT.® IS CALLED. UP IN ; 
THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING! That ought 
to be Easy. Easy for me. Easy, for you. 
IF - you are HONEST!
o—o-o-o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
But B makes it STILL EASIER FOR,US -/he . 
says you have this HOIE - THIS DOOR IS 
OPEN FOR YOU -.UNTIL THE SUNDAY-LAW’
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o—o—o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o 
It is not so much a matter of SMASHING 
that Doctrine as to know WHAT IS SO BAD" 
ABOUT THAT DOCTRINE? Well now - stop' and 
Think? What if you believe HOUTEtr and’ ' 
look for a great Commotion, a greht'Ex-” 
citement, as 144, COO Adventists find tjieir r , 
place and get ready for the Battle of .the . 
LOUD CRY! And what if there is just no 
such thing? And then NELLIE-BREWER-RCGERS- 
AL FRIEND hand us a great “EARTHQUAKE” - .. ; 
and the same ones with HIEBERT-HUDSON - 
SDA ROBERTSON hand us the "WAYMARK ARK 
THEORY" as the SIGNAL, and now B has a 
NEW one - the SUNDAY LAW J ■
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
So that everybody is IRE PARED - BRACED - 
READY - for’what he is going to'do AFTER 
that SIGNAL! For it is the inherent WEAK
NESS of the human heart to do NOTHING un
til he HAS to! So, as the PARABLE WARNS:

... the WISE^i. BEGIN to make a True PREPA
RATION..# .When the .JUDGMENT of the Living 
begins, it is TOO LATE for PREPARATION*...- 
Christ REMOVES from the CHARACTER * of'His 
people -the LAST REMNANTS OF SIN.,’./At this * the EARTHQUAKE come s,; and the DATE set

found and.- they- travel from, Sea to Sea 
and to. JERUSALEM the UNHOLY LAND'-

up, ’’BEHOLD THE 'BRIDEGROOM COMETH,’ GO YE OUT ‘he Builds? he Hants, h.e Marries, he ig- 
TO MEETrHIM!”... The call reaches two Classes, nores the SUPPER-INVITATION, .does not 

-RECOGNIZE IT - for is he not WAITING 
ABOUT for that great “SIGNAL?” What if 
these FAKE “ELIJAH’S” DIE - like HOUTEFF 
DIED! What if the SUNDAY LAW comes, and

* the EARTHQUAKE comes, and the DATE set 
time, a mighty SHAKING occurs in the Church,., by the FRIENDS, and some fake “ARK” is 
THEN they .will preach ’ the Me ssage"of thb 
OPEN DOOR..,!" QD 7,8. What a Joke.’

12- (^214.) TO THOSE WHO ARE HONEST: 
BRINSMEAD SAYS: (it is necessary for us to 
know EXACTLY what he says! And then ADI.I3T 
that this is what he says! And then’DECIDE 
if you can accept that or not accept it. 
But FIRST you must KNOT what he said!) • • 
HE SAID: ' - - « . ’
“THE JHEMENT SITS...'Now a CRY is’heard... 
One class is ASLEEP... the WISE... have’ ’ 
RESISTED the spirit of the FATAL SLEEP.?, 
(where did he learn THAT?) (The~Bible and the 
Testimonies BOTH teach that they “ALL slum
bered and SLEPT." And where does’this Fairy 
Tale come" from that the Fate of the FOOLISH 
is decided on the point of NOT AWAKENING??? 
GEP 206, Just write’ and tell me where you 
ever heard that kind of Fable before? Or 
does it not matter to make many INVENTIONS?) 
BUT B SAYS: “ ......
“THE JUDGMENT SITS'... the Cry goos up.,i 
"Behold the Bridegroom cometh." p-.7. 0®. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
There you have it.
(1) JUDGMENT is FIRST.’
(2) MIDNIGHT CRY is SECOND,.
(3) Then the Wise "BEGIN to make b’true 
Preparation.” ., There it is - 1-2-3 • Then
(4) "When the Judgment of the living BEGINS,
it is TOO LAIE for PREPARATION." same' page, 
o-o-o-o-o-o “ same Brinsmead.
How do you Feel? Kind' of Sick? Small wonder! 
When KELLCG’ & JONES went off their Rockers- 
they used great swelling words of Vanity - 
and had MOST’ of them Confused and Beguiled 
and Delighted - by just such DOUBLE-TAtKJ 
But certainly none of them was as Bad as 
this Brinsmead Conglomeration! 
o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Certain ft is that when the MIDNIGHT CRY’ / 
comes - there is NO TIME FOR PREPARATION. 
The Parable TEACHES that - the PARABLE’has 
NO VALUE WHATSOEVER if you still ’belief ’' 
that you can buy ’’OIL*’(CHARACTER’ TM 234.) 
AFTER or AT the MIDNIGHT ‘ CRY! That is what 
the Parable is all about.
o-o-o-o-o-o -
Yet B has “THE JUDGMENT SITS..;“The earnest 
voice says with terrible urgency. • ."THE HOUR 
OF HIS'JUDGMENT IS COME.®... they Wt ENTER 
THE JUDGMENT... Thus it is that the Cry goes



Those who do not make 
will be wholly UNPRE-

13- (^214.) ALL TOO LATE! And finally they •" ---------------
WAIL’.«LBT THE TARES GROT UP TILL'THE HARVEST ’"COULD NOT RECEIVE THE'REFRESHING 
“BUT THE HARVEST IS PAST -PASWAst-Past-past! 
the SUMMER is ENDED! and we aro’.not Saved!11 
Because something came in bwtween the SEEDING 
TIME and the THRESHING toE. What is it? It 
is the SEPARATION TIKE - when the TARES ARE 
GATHERED - for the Burning. “Gather ye FIRST' 
the TARES. for the BURNING !" But your Preacher 
never told you about THAT - did he? That 
the<TARES are gathered FIRST! By a MESSAGE! 
By a FALSE -MESSAGE-! By SIGNS & WONDERS and 
MIRACLES and even FIRE coming down from 
Heaven in the sight of men * BY SEVENIH-DAY 
ADVENTISTS! .and THIS is the TEST! and the*. 
SUNDAY-LAW is only a TEST - for the WORLD! 
Although BOTH are TESTS in the same Sense 
that the MTONIGHT CRY is a TEST - but changes 

-NOTHING’ NOTHING. AT ALL! While B says it 
does! He says “CHAPTERS" are CHANGED - 
CLEANSED'or what have you. So" that “OIL" 
is obtained THEN! Ah, yes'! I seem to have 
heard. of a Class who' DO seek CHARACTERtOIL) 
in that' tdo-late Hour! But I do not seem to 
remember hearing anything complimentary a- 
bout‘that WAITING ABOUT" Class at. all!
I seem to remember something about "WAILING 
and GNASHING OF TEETH!" Because' they WAITED- 
TOQ LONG! And if I did not get the Sense of 
THAT WARNING - inherent in THAT’ PARABLE"- 
then the Parable may as well not have been 
Written tf I am going to PERVERT IT and offer 
somebody some Hope in that HOPELESS HOUR!

i -y -.r. F; THE HOPELESS HOUR!
“Those professed believers who come up to 
ihe Time of, Trouble UNPREPARED, will, in 
their despair, CONFESS their SINS before all 
in burning anguish,'•viiile the Wicked exalt 
over their distress. THE CASE CF'ALL SUCH 

. IS HOPELESS. When Christ stands up, "and 
LEAVES the MOST HOLY PLACE, then the‘Time 
'of Trouble COMMENCES... Those who have DE
LAYED A PREPARATION for the Day of God CAN
NOT obtain it in" the Time of Trouble, or at 
any future period... The period-of PROBATION 
is the'time granted to all . to PREPARE...'If 
any NEGLECT the PREPARATION, and'heed not 
the faithful WARNINGS given,- they’will‘"be 
without excuse. 
STRONG EFFORTS NOT;
PARED." SG 3:134-6. , ‘
0—0—O—O—0—0- J. t; • i-
“Those who’ receive the. SEAL of.the living 
God, and are protected in the Time of’Trouble,

- must reflect .the Image of Jesus FULLY. I saw 
that' many. were NEGLECTING the' PREPARATION 
so needful,' and were looking.to the Time of 
“REFRESHING" and .the LATTERRAIN"/to FIT

: them. . . Oh, how MA^ £ shw.
• ^Trbuble without a Shelter! They had neglected* in 6Ur“ CHARACTER> to- CLEANSE- the soil

the needful PREPARATION, therefore they 
r... and 

then see that they needed to be hewed & 
squared for the Building. But there will 
be rib time then to do it and no MEDIATOR 
... BEFORE this time the awful solemn 
declaration has gone forth, “He that is 
unjust, let him be unjust still...“EW 71. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
The STONES are PREPARED in the WILDER
NESS, that is where the HAMMERING and 
HEWING and PREPARATION'takes place. 
When they come together - when they 
UNITE - there is no Sound of Hammer - " 
no Noise, The JUDGMENT comes "as a Thief 
in the Night" - “SILENTLY - UNNOTICED." 
"The inhabitants of the World will know 
it NOT." (I quoted this from MEMORY - 
let us see how right I am. GC 49IJ6I5.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0, * *
“But SATAN flatters some, through his ' - 
chosen^rvants, as he flattered Ev& In - 
Eden. Thou shalt not surely die, & tells 
-them there will be a SEASON for REPENT- • 
ANGE, a TINE of PROBATION, when the 
FILTHY" can be made PURE (the "CLEANSING" 
Message!) when the FILTHY can be;made 
PURE... which deludes'the sinner, and .. : 
leads the cold-hearted professor‘to CAR
NAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS & INDIFFER
ENT (What happens to these?.-Look for : - 
these two words in the NEXT QUOTATION!). 
CARELESS & INDIFFERENT, and walks stumb- 
lingly over the hours of his Probation. 
The LIGHT is made to reach far AHEAD, ?• 
where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. Michael f 
stands up. INSTEAD OF MERCY, the deluded 
Sinner feels WRATH tinmixed with mercy. 
(THE,REAL AWAKENING!) And they AWAKE' 

TOO LATE to this FATAL DECEPTION. Thi'S * 
Plan was studied by Satan, and is. carried 
out by BANISTERS who turn the Truth of 
Gbd into a Lie." SG 2:276. * " ■;
o-o-o-O-o-o INDIFFERENT & CARELESS j" ? 
“Some,I saw*... seemed INDIFFERENT' and' 
CAPELESS. They were not resisting .the- ’ 
DARKNESS around them, and it shut' them " 
in like a"thick Cloud. The Angels of God 

, LEFT these, and went to the aid of the
EARNEST, praying ones... But His angels 
LEFT THOSE idib made NO EFFORT to help 
themselves,I'Xdst sight of them."OT 
(Do you remember that B & W •! '*“‘270;

BOTH, say to .make NO EFFORT? GEP 214,25.) 
o-o-o-Q-o-o-o-q-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-0-o-Jo-0’to 
BSW both say" it is left' with GOD to;y, 
remedy the defects of our CHARACTER ’- .T 
o-o-o-o-o-oro-d-o-o-b-o-o-0!-d-o-b-6M3*o’ 
“It is left with*US to remedy the defects
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“Many refuse -to heed repeated WARNINGS,

> ' i.
• * - • • -M.* I

• ' ' 1 < '
i ’.‘Through faith in Christ,

. of CHARACTER may be supplied, every defile-
■’ . ment CLEANSED, every fault CORRECTED, every 

‘ : r. excellence DEVELOPED.“ ED , 257 • (DEVELOPED J*)
OwO-O-O-O-O

 . WORKING out their own Salvation. Herein 
.-,'ls revealed the outworking of the Divine

r^-

14- (^214.) We will start that last state- ’’Many refuse to heed repeated WARNINGS, 
ment all over again/ it is worth Repdating, preferring rather to LISTEN to FALSE-TEAGH-

- ■ » BRINSMEAD SAYS:. T '“ ' ’-"* ~ “ - ----------- --------------
(You will notice we are hot referring here
td’ A-B-C-D-E-F or whatever category this

-f • rni^ht fall under. We are not depending on
human weakness to look this up,'We ®rc" tak-

- ing the Time and the Space right hero to
quote,this because B says he stands or“"

. falls oh this one' Point. We think we need
no- other Reference - we could stop right

- - here - this is the TORPEDO that SINKS THE
"s FALSE MAKENING’) ‘
.... BRINSMEAD SAYS: (RUE SAF NEWSLETTER* p.2) ‘.... BRINSMEAD SAYS: (RUE SAF .NEWSLETTER* p.2) ‘

” ...rbut the consummation of the work’pf
' grace tqkes.place IN* the LATTER RAIN..'.  

. the matter is settled — God’s people CANNOT WORK OF A LIFETIME, 
receive’ the FINAL-’ work of grace UNTIL the 
JUDGMENT.” And on this,-he stands or falls.

HE FALLS* - HI
“NOT ONE CF US will ever receive the SEAL

; of God while our CHARACTERS have one Spot 
' or ; Stain upon them. IT IS LEFT WITH US' to 
REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS,REMEDY the DEFECTS in our CHARACTERS, to“ ’
CLEANSE- the Soul-Temple of every defilement. Press to the Mark

.--THEN the .LATTER RAIN' will Fall upon us..i
(REPEAT!) THEN the Latter .Rain WILL FALL.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o *7 *T5:2i7^” .

eve ry de f i cienoy

* p *• ’
v' 7 LONGINGS

t principle of COOPERATION,; without which no 
■ . true success can be attained. HUMAN'EFFORT 
. avails NOTHING without DIVINE POTER; and 

f without. HUMAN ENDEAVOR, DIVINE EFFORT is 
;; with, many of NO AVAIL. To make God’s" grace 

our own,, we must ACT our PART.'His grace is 
given to work in us to WILL & to DO, but ** 
NEVER as a substitute for OUR EFFCRT... He 

’ .will COOPERATE-with all who STRIVE to DO' 
•. His will../ DAILY they lose... DAILY they 
j;)fail..../^hile they WAIT for some large work 
in-whiph they may exercise supposedly GREAT 
TALENTS, and thus- satisfy their'AMBITIOUS

.. t ICINGS, their DAYS pans away... A NOBLE x,iVW1DI <».vnu
i> CHARACTER is. not the’result of ACCIDENT; ■ ' the SOOTHING*influence of a fascination 

f XtS ' fTlTTTTd f ’ T> OTTF TTS __ _• O    —. _• -- 9 ■ ■» « _ ... — . -w — —» - * • r<T fi-i—■ *!•

is broken.*.. I greatly fear that the 
Thunders & Lightnings of SINAI would fail 
to move you. You are in SATAN’S EASY CHAIR 
& do not see your fearful condition and 
MAKE AN EFFORT to escape;•• You have some
thing to DO; you have a DESPERATE EFFORT 

i to make, or you are Lost,.*You have been 
CHARMED & MESMERIZED, yet'you do not know 
it... we are now,in the SHAKING TIME.“Tit 

• ■!' ' c ••, 428/9.

their DAYS pass away.

ERS who FLATTER their VANITY & OVERLOOK 
their Evil-doing.-In the Day of Trouble 

...such will have no "Sure REFUGE, no HELP 
from Heaven,” PK 437. 
o-o-o-o-o-o WHAT MAKES CHAPTER - BSW? 
“ACTIONS make'HABITS, and HABITS, CHARAC
TER.” FCE 194. 
o-o-o-o-o-o HOT IS IT FORMED - BSW? ' 
”A spotless CHARACTER is as precious as 
the Gold of Ophir... CHARACTER cannot be 
bought; it must be FCRMED by stern EFFORTS 
to resist Temptation... 

o-o-o-o-o-c HOT LONG - B5W?
“The formation of a right CHARACTER is the 

. j.. The excellence of
CHARACTER that you possess must be the 
RESULT-RESULt-RESUl t-RESuI t-RE suL t-Re suit- 
re suit of your own EFFORT... Wishing, Sigh
ing, Dreaming, will never make you great 
or good. You must.-CLP®. Gird up the loids 
of your Mind, and‘GO TO WORK" with ALL the 

’ POTERS(STRONG POTERS) of your WILL...' * 
 _ ’ j... ALL HEAVEN is'inter

ested in the CHARACTERS you are forming.” 
(REPEAT: YOU ARE FORMING.) FOE - 87,86. 
o-o-o-o-o-ot NO EFFORT - BO?
“Religion consists in DOING... It is 
through ACTION that CHARACTER is®UILT.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o • ’ " - 215,
“We must WALK IN THE LIGHT... otherwise 
that LIGHT will become DARKNESS... What " 
should I say to AROUSE the REMNANT people 
of God? I was shown that dreadful scenes' 
are before us'; SATAN*... knows that if they 
SLEEP a little longer he is SURE of them, 
for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN... If'you 
make no special EFFORT to arouse... these 
GOLDEN MOMENTS will soon pass, & you will ’ 
be WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE & FOUND WANTING. 
Then your ^agonizing' cries will be of no 
avail... For the turning away of the SIMPLE 
shall SLAY them & the prosperity of FOOLS 
shall DESTROY them. But whoso HEARKENETH 
unto Me* shkll dwell safely, & shall be 
quiet from fear of Evil.” TI:262/4« • 
o-o-o-o-o-o EFFORT -BSW? < 
“Brother Hull, you were shown me under

(READ THIS -’B&W Fan! Read it'again & again J \ghich will prove FATAL unless the SPELL 
it ? is-NOT due 'to special favors or ENDOW-

.^MEflTS/.pf Providence. It is the RESULT of 
^LF-disclpliher, of‘SUBJECTION of the LOTER 

,’F±oNATURE .. . only by Him who 
- determines 'to do Right because it is Right 

■:'<,mll. the’VlCTCRY-be GAINED .’’(Not GIVEN - 
t Tjbut.* GAINEDf.that they ihay have RIGHT to the 

Tree of* Lifei)- PK 486-490.) \ 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O
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15* (^2l4i) We are'toll in the Testimonies 
that SATAN TREMBLES when his way o f work- 
ing is EXPOSED, When some one SEES That 
SHOULD .be done -■ and evaluates it with That 
IS BEING DONE » the LIGHT has come to him* 
he BELIEVES the Word as it is Written - and 
he longs to be Faithful to God. The FIRST 
thing that man meets, in the SEVENTH-DAY 
ADVENTIST pHURCH -is a Slap in the Facet 
(“DO NOT GRTTICI2SJ®) if he still persists 
in going on, his head is held under water 
with thisM“SEE TO YOUR OWN SH1S-BR0THER’*) 
If he STILL shows some LIFE after that, he 
is ro Acted in the oven with this: (“D6 NOT 
ACCUSE! SATAN IS THE ACCUSER THE BRETH
REN !“ ) he may then'look around and SEE NO 
BRETHREN! He may only see a “GENERATION OF 
VIPERS* coming; at him with the Hollow-Fang 
of the Poisoned-Needle*. He may only see 
RAVENING-WOLVESJ He may see them going to 
the BEAST-PIT-IN-ROJ® under the guise of 
“PUBLIC-RELATIONS* or “RELIGIOUS-LIBERTY* 
perhaps, or some"other disgusting" reason. 
So then, when they see they failed to STOP 
him or‘SILENCE him - the ACCUSERS and the 
CONDEMNERS and the FAULT-FINDERS let the 
SHEEPSKIN. COME OFF and he has to’COUNT THE 
COST - IF HIS JffiWERSHIP IS LQSTJ 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
The poor fellow is CUT J OUT with DURST. OUT 
with ROGERS. OUT with MEBERT-HH.L-K6CO2& 
HUfiSON-BRINSJEAD-RUE OR WHO HAVE YOU. Then 
What? He is in a Sweat. He is SURROUlffiED' by 
EBEMIES that once were his Friends.’ The 
DAGGER.is held at his THROAT? What to DO? 
Every waking How he is Tense with the 
Thou^itt "WHAT TO-DO?"

D LISTENl Do you hear it? That HXODY.J 
Soft and peaceful - such beautiful Music 
I have never heard! What is the -NAME of the 
TUNE? "MAKE NO EFFORT - MAKE NO EFFORT - 
it is not by TRYING - but by DYING?" Ah? 
what a SOOTHING LULLABY from the SOOTH-SAYERS?

- BRINSffiAD-TOIGHT-RADER-IEOTESiRUE-DURST- ' 
SDA JONES-SDA DANIELLS- 10,000 SDA’ SERI IONS 
"FAITH without WORKS"' -"FAITH instead of by : 
WORKS" - "IN SPIRIT Or IN LETTER?" "BY FAITH PURPOSE." and the'SAF NEWSLETTER. 
ALONE?" - "THE CURSE CF THE LAW?" - ^CHRIST 
DID IT ALL? NO OVERCOMING?" " 
;■ "Some look with HORROR upon one

Deception - while they rSadUy 
’ receive another'," EW 261* GO. 523*

"He has. DIFFERENT- DELUSIONS pro- 
. pared to affect DLrt'ERENT MINDS." 

BRiNSjfiAD,t yr _: ‘"■ y . >'
■ “The lesson of... ABANDONMENT of human" 

EFFORT to earn' Sgt ration, is one of the" 
HARDEST LESSONS'naB-feps t&:ioarn.,?GEIr 24. 
.' i ’ HALF-DEAD' from this ■ ONSLSUGHT.' • in the

LET 00 eo—&«0Ayi**Hts angels LEFT THOSE 
who made NO EFFORT... & I lost sight of 
then." EW 270. and 200 morel .
o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—0*0—0—o-o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o 
So there are SINS in the Church - so What?

the mission of this paper is NOT one 
of EXPOSURE & DENUNCIATION.* by “THE MES
SENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS* F .T BRIGHT 
of AUSTRALIA.
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0*0 
So there are SINS in the Church-so What? 
STAY WITH THE CHURCH - no matter, how BAD ’ 
it gets! So says ROBERT & JOHN BRINSMEADT 
This CHURCH will be “PURIFIED* - so then©! 
A HOLIER people Will ARISEJ 

CRAZY - »!!
, “I saw that ycur SOD was at timee UN- • 

BALANCED... YOU will take passages in 
the TESTIMONIES that speak of the Close 
of Probation, of the SHAKING among God*s 
people, and YOU (with your UNBALANCED 1 
will talk of a coming out from this 
people of a PURER, HOLIER HSOPLE that 
will ARISE. Now all this pleases the 
ENEMY... Your MIND has been on an UN- ~ 
NATURAL STRAIN for a LONG TILE...Should 
many accept the views YOU advance, and 
talk and act upon them, we would see one 
of the greatest FANATICAL EXCITEMENTS 
that has ever been witnessed among SEVENTE 
DAY ADVENTISTS. This is what’SATAN wanW 
o-o-o-o-o-o NL 102, SM 1:179,
A REFORMATION among uGod,s people“-yes, 
A REFORMATION among SDA»s - no*14 '

DOCTRINE OF DEVILS. TB 409* 
“The ENEMY of souls has sought to bring 

IN the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT REFORMATIO 
was to take plawe among'SEVENTH-DAY.AD
VENTISTS.* Series B2154. 7:39. S14 1:204; 
RH A2II2I. A5J239. HEALTH RESEARCH B:49. 
.and then the command: “MEET IT!“'

■ ■ * 

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
! MEET THE ERROBSJ
“BOOKS of a new ofder would be written.* 
this was one of- the things to “LEET!H ’ 
Like the B Book, Brinsmead’s “ETERNAL* 

. . 1,------- _ 4 The
Old Adventist cry* “LOOK OUT FOR THE - ’ 
ROMANS! INTO JERUSALEM THE TRUE CHURCH!“ 
“THE ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY’11 and sa the 
ADVENTIST CITADEL is filled to cverflOT> 
ing with the terrified whltes-bf-the- 
eyes looking around every Corner fort'* 
“THE ROfCANS ARE COMING! THE SUNDAY LAff!“ 

Instead of DEFENDING that Posi tlbi> 
the TRUE'BELIEVERS LEFTj-LEFT the WS’

7 - .and their SINS and their FALSE HOPESt 
- , . When the professed p&otile of God 

 .  are UltanJC with the Korld... then-'
Church to SILENCE them - and now they DRIFT- SUDDENLY aS the LIGHTENING flashes from



16- (y2l4.) the Heavens,* will come the EM) 
of their BRIGHT VISIONS & DELUSIVE HOPES.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o GC 339.

same 124/5

bring Seventh-day Adventists TO THE TEST1! 
... the ENEMY will work through his agents 

WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH, & THEY 
will seemingly work MIRACLES, even to 
the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven 
in the sight of men.11 SM 2:53/4.
LEFT OUT here 11•. • many deceivers will 
go forth, declaring themselves to be 

What Company? Christ.11 p.6. “GOING TO BATTLE CREEK.1’ 
“Scientific schemers... Leaders who 

think themselves Wise... Ministers, Doc
tors, Lawyers, who have PERMITTED these 
falsehoods... UNITED with the DECEIVED.”

WATCH WHAT HAPPENS: * ' •“
(l) Two classes. Evil angels crowded 
around them - bringing in DARKNESS. Did 
you ever look up the 100 or more references 
that show what DARKNESS IS? You did NOT? 

Then you would hardly be expected to know 
■vhat DARKNESS is - would you? Nor appreciate 
the fact that the CHURCH is IN DARKNESS! 
Now that is the first Fact.
(2) The Straight Testimony TO the Laodiceans 
TELLS them what this DARKNESS they are in
- really IS, Now what happens?

(3) Some “RISE UP AGAINST IT” and some 
are just “INDIFFERENT & CARELESS.” The
Holy Angels LEAVE them to the control of 
EVIL ANGELS’ “And they are LEFT to the 
DECEPTIONS (DARKNESS) that they LOVE.” 
Now just what sort of condition do you 
think they are in now? FIT to give the 
LOUD CRY?
(4) The COMPANY that gave the STRAIGHT “ 

TRUTH TESTIMONY - are SEALED. Their Angel 
Guard is DOUBLED - that’s what happens’ 
in the SEALING’ TI:I8I. EW 271. and then-
(5) AFTER THAT.’ - the “LOUD CRY’” 
PROBATION closes BEFORE the SUNDAY LAW’ 
PROBATION closes BEFORE the MIDNIGHT CRY’ 
The SUNDAY LAW is for the World'. *
The MIDNIGHT CRY is for the Church.

THE GREAT FINAL TEST.
”... THE GREAT FINAL TEST. This TEST must 
come to the Churches in connection'with 
TRUE MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK, a work that 

, has the Great Physician to dictate and* 
preside in all it comprehends.” LLM 62.

FALSE HEALING’ 
“Wonderful scenes, with which SATAN will 
be closely connected, will soon take place.

THIS TESTIMONY - “upon which the DESTINY 
of the church HANGS.” EW 270. This is BE
FORE the SUNDAY LAW’ And the “DESTINY” of 

While the Adventists are looking’out for the THE CHURCH “HANGS” on it! This will NOT be 
“ROMANS'!” The LAW. The CATHOLICS. The SUNDAY understood by reading it from EW - for ’ 
LAW. For ARMAGEDDON and the LOUD CRY - what there are too many things MISSING there, 
if their PROBATION CLOSES before that Time So read it with the “MISSING FOOTNOTES as 
and they are NOT tested on that Issue at all? found in TI:I79-IS4. 
What if those who REJECT LIGHT - will be 
given NO MORE LIGHT until they accept the 
LIGHT they already have - or else go into 
DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT they 
REJECTED - what if that happens?

THE CRISIS.
“When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely 
will... their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and 
are not of the right kind.” T3:27I.

TOO LATE... f .
The MESSAGES of the 3 Angels is to be' Re
peated and “in their Order.” “ALL three of 
the Messages are STILL to be proclaimed... 
REPEATED... showing their ORDER, and-the- 
application^of-the-Prophecies-that-bring-US 
TO-the-Third-Angel’s-Me'ssage... The Lord has 
declared that the History of the'Past shall 
be' REHEARSED as we ENTER upon the Closing 
Work.” SM 2:105,390. CW 26-7.

THE ORDER... ‘ 
The ORIGINAL I884 GC had the Ist.-2nd.-3rd. 
Angel’s Messages. But JUST BEFORE the 3rd. 
Angel’s Message was the MIDNIGHT CRY. This 
was taken OUT’ of your GC. It is the'MJDNIGHT 
CRY that decided WHO is going to'give the 
LOUD CRY’ This is also called the “SHAKING” 
“THE STRAIGHT TESTIMOI® TO THE LAODICEANS”- 
and the “SIFTING Tll'E.” ~ .

The Question thst we should settle is:
(1) What is the Straight Testimony?
(2) Is it TO or FROM the LAODICEANS?
(3) Do the LAODICEANS give it?" * '
(4) Does it matter if they accept it?

The reason why we should know this is 
because what if their Probation CLOSES be
cause of it and BEFORE the LOUD CRY SUNDAY 
LAW TEST? Which it does - and’this fact is 
what will undermine and topple the FALSE 
AWAKENING - because, for TESTIMONY-BELIEVERS, ... These works of apparent HEALING will’ 
Probation is OVER - the SEALING is OVER'- 
the JUDGMENT CF THE LIVING IS OVER - and ’ 
the SUNDAY LAW is the SIGN that it is OVER. 
See EW p.27I. There is a “GREAT CHANGE.” 
What is this “GREAT CHANGE?” It is the ’ 
“LATTER RAIN” - “REFRESHING” - “LOUD CRY.” 
What happened BEFORE'this “GREAT CHANGE?”' ‘ 
The NUMBERS LESSENED. What NUMBERS' lessened? 
The NUMBERS of this “COMPANY.” 
The “COMPANY” that were giving the STRAIGHT 
TESTIMONY - STRAIGHT TRUTH - TO’THE LAODI
CEANS - which caused a “SHAKING.” This is 
the part that B does not understand.
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17- ( £14.) THE PEOPLE OF GOD ARE REFCR1.ERS! “The World will not be Converted by the 
“On every hand we see those who have HAD MUCH Gift of Tongues, "or by the working of 

’ ’ LIGHT & knowledge DELIBERATELY choosing Evil 
in the place of Good. Making no attempt to 
Reform, THEY are growing WORSE & WORSE. But 
the people of God are not to walk in DARK
NESS. They are to walk in the LIGHT, for 
THEY are REFORMERS.« T7:62.

“Ask them to take hold with you" in the 
REFORM* Make diligent EFFORTS to redeem the 
Past. No longer remain in the condition of 

_ ..the LAODICEAN CHURCH,“ S7:67.
“The 58th, chapter of ISAIAH contains" 

PRESENT TRUTH for the people of God... Medi-
' cal Missionary work is to be bound up with 
the Message, and SEALED with the SEAL’ of God1! "It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER isT.« 

(is MADE - BRINS LEAD? The same as the 
JW’s and Herbert W, Armstrong teach? The 
SECOND CHANCE THEORY? You have INVENTED 
a SECOND CHANCE for SDA’s - ?) 
“It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER is RE- 

rat MIDNIGHT... the sleeping 
... it was seen who

• ••

MIRACLES.” TM 424.
GREAT FINAL TEST.

“The devisings of men’s minds will INVENT 
TESTS that are no TESTS at all... TESTS' 
that have been of NO VALUE,® SM 2:14/5/. 
“And present it as a LIFE & DEATH QUESTION1! 
o««o—o-o—o-o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
BRINSMEAD: “For you it "is a LIFE & DEATH 
QUESTION,® OPEN DOOR p.2. And what is the 
INVENTED TEST in that Book or Pamphlet?
THE SUNDAY LAW I When SDA probation is OVER* 

OVER BEFORE THE MIDNIGHT
CRY!”

►In the CLOSING work,,, in the Hour 
the voice of'STERN RE- 

; BUKE will be!heard. BOLDLY will men of God’s 
appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH 
with THE WORLD.., “for the Hour of His Judg-

' * meht is come.“ PK 186/7. '
WGHT OF AUSTRALIA.., /

E. “The Messenger of Living Righteousness” (in • 
every copy:) . the",mission of this paper

. ; ,£s hot 6he‘ of exposure & DENUNCIATION,”
/. THE TRUE KEN OF THE HOUR:
??.“Boldlywill men of God’s appointment DE- 

‘ NOUNCEU.;...............“PK 187,'
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—C—0—0—0—0

WITHDRAWN.,, may never be repeated•“ 
/ < BEFORE THE SUNDAY LAW. ' 

God does not want people to come to Him be
cause they HAVE to. Therefore when "the Time 
of Trouble xromes - not one of those who knew 
the Truth but did it not - not one of them 

, / ..“Shall taste of My Supper.” FORCE changes 
NOTHING* In the Seven Last Hague s they 

. cUrBed God:*‘”and Repented NOT.” FORCE does'
... ’ ' not bring either CONVERSION nor REPENTANCE, 
/’ “Those who make no decided EFFORT, but

: • 'simply WAIT for the Holy Spirit to COMPEL 
them to action, will PERISH in DARKNESS, We 

’' wotild ask those who have been WAITING fOr a ’ 
MIRACLE, what means have you tried?” "Ev,653.

“If they will not be convinced by in
spired Testimony, a MANIFESTATION Of “God’S 
Power WOULD NOT BENEFIT THEM.” SG 3&4:I5O7 

“Our greatest trials will come because 
of that Class who have ONCE: advocated the 
Truth, but who turn FROM it to the World... 
The attacks of the Enemy must “be" MET...False
hood must be UNMASKED.” Ev.624/5. ’ 

.. «

of greatest peril..•
■_ ____ __________________________________________________________ ______________

. . o—o—o—o—o—o Ev. 516/7.
“This Message must be borne TO a Lukewarm 
Church by God’s servants.” T3:259.

“Those who will not ACT when the Lord 
? calls upon them, but.who WAIT for more cer

tain EVIDENCE & more favorable opportunities, VEAIED 
will walk in DARKNESS, for the LIGHT will' be Virgins were AROUSED 

HAD MADE preparation... ONE WAS PREPARED. 
(one Class was PREPARED)... THE GREAT FINAL 
TEST comes at the CLOSE of human Probation 
when it will be TOO LATE fdr the soul’s 
need to be supplied,” COL 412.

TOO LATE - -
“THE CRISIS is just before us... will~be 
UNPREPARED THEN to.take the"right Side. ' 
Their ideas will be confused so that they 
CANNOT DISCERN between the Divine and the' 
Satanic. There will come a CRISIS in every 
one of our Institutions... Remember’that 
God’s people are but a LITTLE FLOCK...
and these FEW will have a POWER .”T5:479,482 
o—o—o—o—o—o
"... that time of TEST and trial. Wheft 
secular Rulers UNITE with MINISTERS,.. 
then" it will be SEEN who really fear and 
serve God. When the DARKNESS is DEEPEST, 
the LIGHT of a Godlike CHARACTER will 
SHINE the BRIGHTEST.” AA 432.

GOD’S BUILDING...
“This figure represents HUMAN CHARACTER., 
EACH DAY God works... man is to COOPERATE 
...(that in the BEGINNING?) that in the 
END his CHARACTER may be a symmetrical 
structure, a fair Temple... “Take heed 
how you BUILD, that your BUILDING may 
STAND the TEST, of STORM & TEMPEST...that 
you may MAKE READY for the Day of TEST & 
TRIAL, when all will be seen JUST AS THEY 
ARE.” T8:I73.• T9:I80.
0-0—0—0—0-0 . _____
"God gives the TALENTS, the POSTERS of * ‘ 
the Mind; MAN FORMS THE CHARACTER ,“T8:I74. 
“CHARACTER is REVEALED by a CRISIS..must 
be FORKED by us as IliDIVIDUALS.“A3:292.
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cav-406. Km KNOT IT NOT. The FORMS of "RELIGION

18- (^2l4a) WHAT IS THE TILE TO SECURE 
CHARACTER - B$f? “let the TARES grow up’ 
with the WHEAT?11 - Seventhly. Adventist? 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*u-o-o-o-o~o~o-o-o-o 
ADVENTISTS have been made fully' aware that 
“WIND” blows away the “CHAFF” from places 
whe.re we see only “FLOORS OF RICH WHEAT,”’ 
So, of course (they think!) thafmoans the 
SDA. CHURCH - those who go OUT are “CHAFF )” 
“Some will be shaken OUT and LEFT by the 
way.“-.EW 271. Ah, Hah! THAT proves it! It 
does? Think again! Read Ellen G. White’s 

.FOOTNOTES to that in TI.-I82. WHO is LEFT
by the Way? FOLLOT THE STAR ’ * " 
*“I know thy works,.' that thou art neither 
ColX.nor Hot*.. I will spew thee OUT..,..

WHO did you say goes OUT - ?
• OUT of WHAT? OUT of the Mouth of God? 

OUT of the TRUTH?.OUT of the COMPANY 
that is giving the Straight Testimony 

... TO THE LAODICEANS - ) Those who WERE
in the RIGHT COMPANY- were in the ranks 
of REFORM - ahd' they go OUT OF" REFORM) 
For they are LAODICEANS at heart and 
they follow Brins me ad OUT of the TRUTH). 
Read it., for yourself and see* if this' is 

. ■ not so) Even if it is against your grain.
Just like the JEWS that were told they 
must follow CHRIST and LEAVE’ that CHURCH) 

: Which they fought - Tooth & Nail)
Apyway - consider the “GATHERING TILE” - 

>: what if we are in the “GATHERING TIME” - 
when the Lord"GATHERS HIS ON"’from among - « 

' from among the WHAT - ? Do the TARES and* 
the WHEAT still "GROW UP TOGETHER" - ? Or 
is this the HARVEST TIME?
Now keep your eyes open:

THE GATHERING TH®." 
Very strange thing here. The Lord Himself 
ORDERS the GATHERING of the TARES-FIRST) 
Are these the ones “GATHERING"ABOUT” with B? 

, GATHERING about on a false premise - ?
GATHERING about on a Delusion - *?

“Let both grow TOGETHER until (until what?) 
until the HARVEST.(and then what?) THEN the 
Lord sends forth His REAPERS to GATHER out 
the TARES and' BIND them in BUNDIES (in the 
Brinsmead BunBle) to BURN, while'the’WHEAT 
is GATHERED into the HeaveriLy garner*. THE 
TIME OF JUDGMENT is a most solemn period, 
when the. Lord’GATHERS His own from among 
the TARES, Those who have been members of 
the same Family are SEPARATED. A MARK is 
placed upon the RIGHTEOUS. “They shall be 
MINE, saith the Lord of Hosts, in that day 
when I make up rty JEWELS; and I will‘SPARE 
them.” • WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? - '

• v ; "... Those"who hhvo been obedient to
.-' jGp^’s CommandmentstSDA’s?) will UNITE with- 

. the COMPANY of the SAINTS'“

: “The TARES & WHEAT are NOT (1895) com
mingled, but THEN(I96.?)the one Hand 
that alone can SEPARATE them will give 
to everyone his true position... 
the HOLY attracts the HOLY, He that is 
UNJUST will be UNJUST STILL.

, LISTEN BRINSMEAD )
“CHARACTER cannot then be MDE or TRANS
FORMED ... neither have the FOOLISH VIRGIN 
TILE TO BUY OIL... The 'RIGHTEOUS.. .will 
be FOREVER SEPARATED...*The PURE ORE'& 
the DROSS will no longer COMMINGLE...

LISTEN WRIGHT )
“Those who are “DO-NOTHINGS" NOT will 
have the superscription upon them, "Thou 
art WEIGHED in the BALANCES, and'art ” 
found WANTING." They KNEW their Masterts 
will, but DID it not... and they will bo 
LEFT with * those whom they did not try • 
to Save.tc there shall be Weeping and ' 4 
Gnashing of Teeth.”TM 234/7.
o—o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“We are to enter into no CONFEDERACY 
with those who do not love or fear God.i 

HOUTEFF-BRINSMEAD-AL FRIEND- 
HIEBERT-HUDSON-SDA ROBERTSON-

i NELL IE -BREW EK—ROGERS »«xtUE—
OR ANY OTHER FALSE PROPHET-

’ who has’ “SIGNS" - “SIGNALS” - “OMENS” 
or whatever to SIGNAL the JUDGMENT CF 
THE LIVING - who “KNOT” more than the < 
DEVIL - for the DEVIL DOES NOT KNOW) w 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-d-O-O-O-O-O-CHO 
"... ye know not when the Time is.”.,. 
The RIGHTEOUS & the WICKED will still 
be living upon the earth... planting & 
building... ALL UNCONSCIOUS that the : 

.FINAL, IRREVOCABLE DECISION has beeh -’ 
pronounced in the Sanctuary above... 
SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT 
THIEF, will come the decisive Hour which 
marks the FIXING of every man’s DESTINY 
... * THE VOICELESS PROJHECY

AND THE SEVENTH-DAY AD- ‘ 
VENTIST are SURE - DEAD

. SURE - and DEAD WRONG - , *- 
WHEN THEY SAY THE WICKED
GIVE UP ALL RELIGION WHEN ; 
THEY'HAVE PASSED'THE BOUNDARY

CF HOPE) THEY ARE WRONG) DEAD WRONG) 
“When God’s presence was finally with
drawn from the JEWISH NATION, Priests* “ 
and people KNEW IT NOT-... they still re
garded themselves as the CHOSEN*. OF-GOD. 
The ministration in“the Temple CONTINUED 
... SO when the irrevocable decision of 
the Sanctuary has been pronounced, and 
the DESTINY of the World has beeh*F:CR- 
EVER.FIXED, the inhabitants of the World
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Ms. III. UNDATED??? Look it up'in NL 102. 
SM IiI80 and the DATE is there. May 19$ 
1890.'And the “BROTHER K» is Brother A“.T. 
JONES. Ask FROOM if this is not so - lie 
MIGHT just tell you the Truth I That is" 
what he told BACH AND of WASHINGTON. And 
we had that figured out BEFORE that,).

on the Wall,- now UNINTELLIGIBLEto them, o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
will be READ. But it will, then b’e~TOO LATE... Now just WHY were they trying so desper** 
A STRAIGHT TEOTTMONY must be borne T0~our 
Churches & Institutions,"to AROUSE the' 
SLEEPING ONES.0 R&H. A4?467. Nov.18,1902.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o^o-o-o-o-o-o-o
From Ruth’s Library Notes• 11Men Of EVIL MINDS dump 
bring in FALSE. DOCTRINE...« RH A3.;I08. . 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
“Ungodly teaching is FCLLOTED by sinful 
PRACTICE.0 .T8:293, SM2:59.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 
**At this time we heed,. .. REN who are FIRM

May 19, 1890, But when the TIRE does come 
and the “SHAKING11 does come - it is be
cause of* “REFUSING THE TRUTH PRESENTED• 
Presented by WHO -x?.By the SDA'Minister? 

«**.. - .:. .,0-? •• 7. . Since when has HE had any Trouble being,
“There is to be :a SHAKING among God’s people, heard for what he Cooks up - Good, Bad, 
1—x- xxj _ j v —x an—±<_ ftx_ - 0j, inaifferent? That work was “NEVER- EN

TRUSTED- TO THEIR HANDS0- - it says'rigfrt- 
there!

19- (^14.) WILL BE CONTINUED!" ' 
“by a people from whom the Spirit of God has 
been finally withdrawn; (and then they will 
kTOP professing RELIGION - RICHARDS? They 
will STOP PREACHING in the SDA CHURCH?) 
“The FORMS of RELIGION will be CONTINUED by 
a people... and'the SATANIC ZEAL with‘which 
the Prince of Evil will INSPIRE them... Mil 
bear the SERELANCE of 2EAL FOR GGDp’GC 491,‘ 
o—o—o—o—o—o SATAN. 615.
“SATAN... sees that Holy Angels are GUARDING 
them, and he* INFERS that their Sins have 
been pardoned; BUT HE DOES-NOT KNOTthAt 
their eases have been DECIDED.0 GC 618, 
(But B KNOTS - and makes this a FALSE TEST!) 
o-o—o-o-o—o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o 
“SHOT US THE ERRORS’ SHOT US THE ERRORS 2“ 
ERRORS - ? Fiddle-faddle2 There‘is nothing 
BUT ERRORS’ From FIRST to LAST! And the

ISH VIRGINS - TOO LATE! And B has even THAT 
backwards! He says the FOOLISH DO NOTTVEN 
AWAKE;}'Where were you - ADVENTIST? When he 
palnawd that one off? Do you realize that 
you have" been MESMERIZED by what you WANTED 
TO HEAR? Because the TRUTH has a CROSS!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
“We’are to enter into no CONFEDERACY with 
those who do not love or fear God..THE CHURCH then they have the NERVE to say - UNDATED 
is weak & inefficient",•• NOT by the Spirit‘‘ 
of God, but by another spirit ARE "THEY-LED,..
God’s Servants must, by labeling together- 
with Christ, ROLL AWAY THE CURSE that Has 
made THE CHURCH so LUKEWARM... “Some are 
RECKLESS, INSENSIBLE of the resiiLts“of Sin, 
heedless of WARNING. SOON the Handwriting 
on the Wall,- now UNINTELLIGIBLE to them,

Many tinSs in the past we have WONDERED 
about the delightful .dot.dot.dots. 
WHAT do they mean ? .. •-
WHAT was LEFT OUT ? - •
WHAT was not good for us to KNOT ?
Now that part of the VAULTS has been turn
ed open to us - we have found HUNDREDS* of 
answers - or*the things they have covered • ■ 
up* to enhance the INFALLIBILITY of the -■•« . - 
corrupt LEADERS, of the PREDESTINATION 
of a FALLEN CHURCH. Sometimes a SENTENCE 1 • 
would be CUT RIGHT IN HALF! And they were..' 
NOT always HONEST ENOUGH to show this - 
either. They sure'have a NERVE! SONS OF 
SATAN! If the Lord wills - we will some 
day take off a few months to TABULATE*" ■ ; 
what they have been up to - to enhance 
and build up THEMSELVES in the eyes of 
an IGNORANT and BEGUILED people.

LAST is the .WORST! That you should WAIT" ABOUT o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-?o-o 
and GATHER AT until; the JUDGMENT and then you THIS IS ONE SUCH HERE, 
make a “MIGHTY EFFORT0 ’- yes. So do the FOOL- WHY did they put in those 
ISH VIRGINS - TOO LATE! And B has even THAT HERE is what is LEFT OUT:

The LEFT OUT PART - the part not good for 
us to know, will be shown in (Brackets.) 
“There is to be a SHAKING among God’s 
people; but this is not the present truth 
to carry to the churches;(it will"be the 
RESULT of REFUSING‘the Truth presented.") 
(Taken from R&H. p.4« Nov.II, 1965. And

ately *to COVER THIS UP? And WHO is going 
to get in Trouble now that it SLIPPED 
OUT? Or is this just one of those cases ' . 
where' they scrambled together an Egg-nog^ ...

i it into the Laodicean Lap ahd says 
“HERE! This is from Mrs. E.G.WHITEJ“ - ■ ■ 
like some of those “BABYLON0 statements 
they find or invent in time of need? o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o . 
Let’s just have another look at this one.

’ So the “SHAKING0 will be among “God’s • 
in Principle and who;have'a CLEAR U1DERSTAND- people.0 And the TIME for THAT was NOT 
ING:of the TRUTH.* T8:294<’ ■ ‘ ‘o-o-q-O-o-d-o-o-b-Q-o.i-o-p-o-o-d-o-d-o-o-di-o 
Study this & • study; this & study this: / , 
NL 102 ’ and SM 1:180 has the following put- 
off. TESTIMONY:- .• ■ .0 7 ■■ ■,‘
“There is to be a shaking among God’s p 
but this- is - not the ■‘PRESENT; Tmth (T890) 
carry to the Churbhes. ..!l/'SM 1:180,. .
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this Question:
(1) “UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS
in OUR Pulpits with the Torch of .False Prophe
cy in their hands, KINDLED from the Hellish 
Torch of SATAN J" TM 409, ' . . ■
(2) (BECAUSE of (I) i

M
• ♦ ♦

, Heart of Mercy*is touched? His Hand is 
still stretched out to Save, WHILE THE 
DOOR‘IS CLOSED to those who would not enter*; 
00-0-0-0-0 RH A5:254,294. T9:97. *

to see if the sentences are well rounded 
off, if the grammar,is faultless* The 
LIVING WATER will flow in God’s own 
CHANNELS/ SM 2:58/9. ' ' '

“Unless those who can help*., are 
AROUSED to their sense of DUTY, THEY will 
NOT RECCGNI33 the work of God when the 
LOUD'CRY of the Third Angel shall be * f 
heard... Let me tell you that the Lord” 
will work 3n this last work in a rtanner 
very much OUT of-the common order of 'things' 
and in a way that will be CONTRARY to 
any human PLANNING... God will use ways-' - • 
and means by which’ it will be seen that ’ 
He is taking the reins* in His own hands.•

simple means that He w5.ll use . . ." TM 300. / 
, "Only those who are living up to the' 

LIGHT’they, have will receive GREATER 
. LIGHT. (WATCH THIS - 'B&W ’ j Unless we are 
DAILY advancing in the exemplification 
of the active Christian virtues, WE SHALL 
NOT RECOGNISE the manifestations of the 
Holy Spirit in the LATTER RAIN. It may* 
be falling on hearts all around us, but

If we do*not prbgresS... we shall lose 
• our souls.. , We should DAILY obtain a 

deep & living EXPERIENCE. in the" work of 
■PERFECTING’ Christian CHARACTER. We shouls 

...DAILY receive the Holy Oil.;. Nor onb-of • - 
„ . ..us will gain* the Victory without perse- 
' vering, untiring EFFORT,’ proportionate ♦ 

A to the VALUE of the GBJECT' Which we SEEK, * 
• even Eternal Life.” TM 507-511. T ‘

“All short routes, all cut-off Tracks,' 
,1-all Teaching which fails to exalt the " 

LAW of God .as the STANDARD Of religious 
..CHARACTER, is SPURIOUS. PERFECTION CF V 

1 a LIFELONG work,’ unattain
able by those who are not willing to >

____ _________________________________________________ ________- ________ .t,.

no opportunity to learn*what is Trtith. Ten- ; by SLOW & toilsome STEPS»“ T5:5OO. FOE*? 
derly will7 the Loid look upon them. His ' HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY,* Box T270/ GEWJD. ' v 

FORKS, BC Canada. (NOTE: New Address.)

20- (^214.) HOW WE CAN KNOT THE TRUTH.' 
We take ALL statements on the SHAKING to
gether - each ADDS a CLUE to the PUZZLE* 
Until it becomes CLEAR in our hands c As long  
as we believe the SDA MINISTER'ha s' the TRUTH, The MIDNIGHT CRY - STRAIGHT TESTIFDITY TO 
just so long* will continue to- Believe a **' (not FROM’) THE LAODICEANS - THE SHAKING - 
Lie. For there are TWO REFERENCES- that answer all one and the’same thing - is F0LLOTED> -

- * by the LOUD CRY’We saw that in TI:I82.'
MANY,vail* stand EW 270/1. We also se'e that in T6:4OO/E.

“Under the Showers of the LATTER RAIN • - •» 
the INVENTIONS of 'man, the human MACHINERY . 
will at times be SWEPT AWAY, the "boundary '

'■ ' ' 'of* man’s authority will be as broken- ' ■ -■
the voice of stern REBUKE will be heard.; reeds, and the Holy Spirit will speak

BOLDLY will MEN of God’s appointment DENOUNCE through the living human Agent, with*’ 
the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD/1-PK convincing Power. No one"will then watch  
187. RH A6:382. “This MESSAGE must be borne to see if the sentences are well rounded 
to a LUKEWARM CHURCH by God ’s Servants.11 T3: 
0—0—0—0—0—O' ' '■ •'1 *■ . 259. .
O—O—O—O—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—Q—0—0*"0—0—0—0—0 
THE CHURCH is to blarte -for -the Message of 
WRIGHT & BRINSMEAD. It was -THE CHURCH that, . 
printed the Message of'JONES in~J905. It* 
was JONES that fO'^uuLated the ideas that Sr.
White attacked In this Testimony - in which 
JONES becamb the “AUTHORITY1’ on the “LATTER 
RAIN” and .SINLESSNESS by a Wish & .a Prayer. 
“It is not’essential for you to KNOT & tell 
OTHERS all the vms &-WHEREF(W as to* what 
constitutes the NEW HEART, or as to the po
sition they'CAN or’ MUST- reach so’as NEVER TO

'SIN. You have no such work to do*. ALL are not The workers will be surprised by the/7, 
constituted ALIKE'. Conversions are- NOT all 
alike." SM 1:177. Then she goes-on, and tells 
him what these J0NE.3 -FANATICS never mention: 
THE LADDER. Why dbh ■ t you tell ’ thbm about 
the LADDER? Because if they have to OLItvB - 
DAILY - “By beholding we beoome-CHANGED/ .- 
this would’take ‘ away the SPICE &- EXCITEMENT 
of telling them -about some great “SIGNAL"., 
or MIRACLE of Transformation, LISTEN - if ;• 
TRANSFORMATION can be done - of if CLEANSING • wje shall not discern or receive it,*." 
can be d6ne As an ACT of God * WHY does He

. not just up-and’ DO it - fbr EVERYOI®???
No, these pOopie do not understand the Sin-* 
problem at all. Ndr h;6w to get out of it, - 
And the most DANGEROUS DECEPTION* .of all ;ie\ 
to tell theta of HOPE' ■*. in an Hour' when it is 
TOO LATE - TQE' SUNDAY LM? - and Probation , 
for ADVENTISTS - Is OVERI ■ r'

“His near approach.’,, the great CRISIS. 
In quick Succession -the ’:JUDGMENTS of Qed , . 
will follow one another - FIRE & "FLOOD. & . 
EARTHQUAKE, with WAR ^ BLOODSHED. Oh, that 
the people might KNOT the Tl^df itheir. zr- 7CHARACTFR, is SPURIOUS. PERFECTION CF 
VISITATION! (What does that?’e^^es.si0n^-mean?f)!. CHARACTER is a LIFELONG work, uhattain- 
... The TO® of God’s destructive JUDGMENTS 
is the TIE® OF’ MERCY foff those-tihbr have had


